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(ABSTRACT)

Graphical simulation of crack growth using singular finite elements and interactive
computer graphics is presented. The study consists of two main parts :

(i) the formulation

and application of an anisotropic singular element (ASE) for analyzing homogeneous

anisotropic materials with cracks and, (ii) graphical simulation of crack growth in
unidirectional composites.
Lekhnitskii’s stress function method is used to formulate the traction-free crack boundary value problem with the stress function expressed in a Laurent series. The geometry of the

element is arbitrary. The development of the stiffness matrix for general anisotropic materials
is presented and It is shown how the singular element can be incorporated into a conventional
displacement based finite element program.

The anisotropic singular element (ASE) devel-

oped is implemented to analyze cracked anisotropic materials subjected to inplane loading.
A 2-D, displacement based linite element code is used and center cracked on- and off-axis
coupons under tensile loading are analyzed using the element developed.
A general, Interactive menu driven program is developed to track crack growth in composite materials. PHIGS (Programmers Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System) is used as
the application program interface to Integrate the tinite element program with interactive
graphics. Simulation studies are performed for center cracked on- and olT-axis Iaminae using
the normal stress ratio theory as the crack propagation criterion.

The direction of crack

propagation and values of the crack Initiation stresses predicted are in reasonable agreement

with the experimental values for the cases analyzed.
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1 .0

1.1

Introduction and Literature Review

Motivation

Composite material characterization is a rapidly developing and exciting field as it brings
together a range of interdisciplinary principles.

Optimization of material properties is a key

factor behind the enormous interest and research in modern composite materials. Composites
have provided a large number of research problems for theoreticians and experimentalists as
well as opened up new possibilities forthe design engineer. The ability to predict the properties
and behavior of new materials successfully is of vital importance to the design process. Satisfactory exploitation of composites depends on the optimum use of the design flexibility that is
inherently present for tailoring the properties of the material. At the present time mathematical
models can predict some of the important properties and response characteristics of composites, but there remains a need for composite mechanics theories which completely treat
toughness, fracture and failure response.

Designers must be careful and accurate in their

choice of design parameters or the potential for the economic use of composites will be lost in
the use of safety factors that are needed to overcome the uncertainty.
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Composites are highly resistant to corrosion and fatigue cracking. However, there is significant degradation if defects are present. Various types of defects can occur in composite
Iaminates during both manufacture and service and knowledge of the failure mode(s) of a laminate is an important consideration for a rational approach to structural design. Experimental
studies have shown the contrasting behavior for different laminate stacking sequencesl .
Figure 1 shows the failure modes for angle-ply graphite·epoxy Iaminates. Clustered [( $0),],
graphite-epoxy Iaminates failed in a pure matrix mode delamination and either fiber·matrix or
intralaminar debonding. The alternating [(0),/( -0),], , Iaminates, however, exhibited a different
behavior, with liber breakage in half the plies and either liber-matrix debonding or matrix
cracking in the remainlng plies. As shown by Herakovich‘ , the mode of failure has a signiücant
effect on the strength of the laminate. The strength of 10° and 30° alternating Iaminates (with
liber breakage) was 30 and 50 percent greater, respectively, than the strength of the clustered
Iaminates (no liber breakage).
ln the most basic problem of an unidirectional librous composite Iamina, the propagation
of a crack can occur in two basic modes : either between the libers (matrix or liber/matrix failure) or across the libers (liber breakage). Several criteria for predicting the direction of crack
extension have been proposed by various researchers. The conditions for the case of a crack
propagating by breaking libers can be difficult to predict, and current research efforts are dlrected towards understanding the complete fracture process in composites.
Prediction of the direction of crack growth, crack path stability and failure Ioads for fracture of librous composite materials are important, related and unresolved questions. Development of an analytical model accounting for the detailed geometry of a cracked laminate is a
formidable task which remains to be accomplished. Analytical solutions are available for the
stress distribution in the vicinity of idealized cracks in homogeneous, anisotropic materials for
idealized loading and geometric conligurations. However, approximate solutions are required
for more general materials (i.e. Iaminates), loading conditions and geometries. Finite element

and boundary element methods are typically used as the numerical tools to calculate crack tip
stress fields.
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Scope of Study

1.2

lt is the aim of this study to integrate computational anisotropic fracture mechanics with interactive computer graphics to predict the direction and stability of crack growth and gain a better
understanding of the mechanics of failure in unidirectionai composites.

A singular linite ele-

ment is developed to account for the presence of the crack. The research effort conslsts of two
stages :

•

Development of a two dimensional anisotropic singular linite element based on stress
function expansions where the number of nodes and their position on the element, the
number of terms considered in the stress function expansion and the element size can be

·

varied, depending on the problem requirements. The formulation and validation of the element is discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.

•

Integration of the singular element developed with interactive computer graphics and failure theories for composites to predict the direction and stability of crack growth in
unidirectionai composite materials. The element developed is placed around the crack tip
and the use of just one element to model the crack avoids the use of complex remeshing
algorithms.

The method(s) of simulation adopted, criteria used for calculation of crack

growth parameters and the graphics language interface are discussed in Chapter 4.

The material is assumed to be linear, elastic, homogeneous and anisotropic with the flaw
treated as a sharp crack. It is known that fracture toughness and failure ofthese heterogeneous
materials depends on microscopic parameters such as the stress transfer mechanism at the
über/matrix interface and the molecular structure *.

However, the microscopic behavior does

not detract from the use of the macroscopic approach as the homogeneous assumption does

provide an indication of the severity of the effect of the crack in the structure and a basis upon
which to make engineering decisions in the design process. lndications from experiments are
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that when the zone ofthe elastic crack tip singularity contains a suflicient number ofübers (high
über volume fraction) for the class of materials considered in this study, the homogeneity assumption is justiüed and that the macroscopic failure response can be predicted using this approach *.

1.3 Literature Review

The literature review is divided into the following three sections which include all areas of this
research elfort :
1.

Singular Finite Elements

2.

Crack Growth Criteria

3.

Graphical Simulation of Crack Growth

1.3.1

Singular Finite Elements

Most available elasticity solutions for crack problems involve idealized crack geometries
and inünite domains; hence numerical methods are generally used to analyze more practical
or ’real world' problems in fracture mechanics. The use of the ünite element method in fracture
mechanics is becoming increasingly popular, and the degree of accuracy obtained by this
method depends on the method of representing or accounting for the stress singularity associated with fracture mechanics. Early applications of the ünite element method to fracture mechanics problems were presented by SwedIow° , Kobayashi‘ and Chan et al.° using a large
number of conventional elements in regions ofthe large stress gradient, leading to high com-

puter costs. Oglesby and Lomacky' have indicated that the maximum permissible element size
using conventional elements, for an accuracy of 5%, is around 1/500 ofthe semi-crack length.
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The need for developing elements which model the crack tip stress fields accurately
without resorting to a large number of elements, and at the same time ensuring convergence,
is the main motivation for developing "special elements". Accurate solutions to most fracture
problems are obtained by placing these elements at the crack tip and surroundlng them with
conventional elements for the remaining portion of the region of interest. The various formulations used to generate slngular elements incorporating the singular field behavior can be
classified broadly into three major methods :

1.

Elements employing singular geometrlc transformatlons

2.

Elements employing shape functions with singular derivatives

3.

Elements employing analytical asymptotic solutions :
•
Enriched isoparametric elements
•
Hybrid elements

Comprehensive reviews on the use of finite element and boundary element techniques in fracture mechanics have been given by Fawkesl , Gallagher* , Kobayashi° , Nlaschke and Kuna*° ,
and Atluri“ . Rather than duplicating these surveys, an attempt to introduce the fundamental
ideas in the generation of the special elements ls included here.

Also, certain formulations

which are not mentloned in the above surveys are included.

1.3.1.1

Elements employing singular geometric transformations

In general fracture problems the displacement field behaves as r* where r is the radial
distance measured from the crack tip, and A is a number that may be complex with the real part
of A < 1. This produces ürst displacement-derivatives (or strains in linear theory) which are
singular.

Such ’point singularities’ arise at re-entrant corners, sharp cracks in 2-D domains,

and at vertices (where 3 or more planes intersect) in 3-D domains. Also, ’line singularities’ can

exist for the function derivatives along a curve in a 3-D domain. The value of ll can be determined a priori from classical analytical solutions or numerically using an eigenvalue analysis.
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ln the case of sharp cracks in 2-D homogeneous isotropic or anisotropic linear elastic
materials, the complete eigenfunction solution for the displacement (strain and stress) üelds at
the vicinity of the crack tip have been obtained. These solutions produce a singular solution in
the strain/stress Geld of the form F?F,j(8) where r and 8 are polar coordinates centered at the
crack tip. Complete eigenfunction solutions are intractable for cracks lying at, terminating at,
or intersecting bi-material Interfaces and for the general problems of cracks In nonhomogeneous 2-D linear elastic material domains.
Quadratic isoparametric elements can be used to generate the F? crack tip stress
singularity. Traceylz , Henshell and Shawlil and Barsoum“ independently presented the popular
’quarter point element' (QPE) at about the same time.

They demonstrated that the inverse

square-root singularity can be obtained by placing the mid·side nodes at the quarter point ofthe
sides intersecting the crack tip. The eight noded quadrilateral element (Q8) element can also
be degenerated to a singular element in a similar way. Figure 2 shows a natural 6 noded triangle (T6) element converted to the quarter point point element.
Tracey and Freeselz showed that the natural isoparametric triangular element is superior
to the collapsed quadrilateral as it is essential that the sides of the collapsed element remain
straight for modeling the singularity. Three dimensional prismatic and tetrahedral elements can
be generated in a way similar to the two dimensional case. These elements are very popular
and can be easily generated on commercial codes having a library of T8 or Q8 elements.
Saoumaß and Manu" conducted extensive parametric studies on the QPE to study the effects
of the order of Integration, aspect ratio and mesh geometry. Literature on the QPE has focused
on isotropic materials; a large amount of published data is available regarding optimum mesh
sizes, determination of stress intensity factors (SIF), and use of transition elements.
For sharp cracks in anisotropic materials, the magnitude of the crack tip stresses are not
only a function of the applied load, specimen geometry, and crack length, but also of the material properties and the orientation of the crack relative to the principal material direction. For

example, a symmetric loading may induce crack opening and sliding modes at the same time,
depending on the above mentioned parameters. The QPE models the F? singularity but does
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not account for the angular variation of the stresses which are associated with the anisotropy
of the material. For highly anisotropic materials, this variation can be signiticant. Gregory et.
aI." extended the use of the QPE to anisotropic materials. A paper by this author'° describes the
implementation of the T6 QPE for composites under Mode I and Mode ll dominant loading conditions.
The formulation of the QPE for 2-D and 3-D analysis was further developed by Pu, et al.‘°
who obtained the

r‘%

singularity for a 12 noded cubic isoparametric quadrilateral by placing the

two mid-side nodes at the location 1/9 and 4/9 the length of the sides from the common nodes
of these two sides.

Nayfeh and Nassar*° later simulated the 1*% singularity for isoparametric

elements of arbitrary orders. They calculated the positions of the mid·side nodes for general
quadrilaterals with (4n·1) nodes

(’n'

nodes along each side of the element). Therefore, the T6

and Q8 quarter point elements described earlier can be derived as special cases with n =3 and
4, respectively.

1.3.1.2

Elements employing shape functions with singular derivatives

Blackburnzl proposed certain shape functions which produce singular derivatives of the
form ri to analyze cracked isotropic sheets. Sternzz extended the above method to generate
a conforming crack element with a singular lield and generalized it to produce a family of consistent conforming elements with singular tields.
Akinß generated two dimensional conforming singularity elements from standard elements based on numerically integrated shape functions. Singularities of the general order r·P
can be modeled using this method. This is useful in numerical fracture mechanics when
plasticity effects are included and the order of the singularity is a variable.
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1.3.1.3

Elements employing analytical asymptotic solutions

The singular elements described above are used to model singularities of the type rl"
(0<,1<1) ln the function derivatives, where J. is known a priori through eigenvalue, asymptotic
or numerical analyses. As mentioned before, the eigenfunction solution can be obtained as a

function of the radial distance and the angle from the crack tip in the form r*·‘F(H) for some class
of problems.

These solutions are generally obtained for infinite geometries under idealized

loading and geometric conditions, but they can be used to generate special elements to analyze
finite, irregular shaped bodies.

a) Enriched isogarametric elements :
WiIsonZ* developed a circular crack tip element centered at the crack tip.

The stresses

were obtained using WiIIiams’2‘ stress function expansion and the displacement fields given by
Gross, Roberts and Srawley“ .

Displacements along the edges common to the conventional

elements were set equal at the nodes, but compatibility conditions on the edges were not met.
Compatibility is satisfied only in the limit as the number of elements surrounding the crack tip
increases.
Byskovv proposed a similar element which was triangular in shape. The same type of
displacement incompatibillty as in the Wilson element is encountered along the common edges
between the nodes. Both elements gave satisfactory results for the cases analyzed.
Benzleyß developed a generalized quadrilateral (Q4) element with a singular corner node.
The formulation is general so as to include any singularity for which the near tip elasticity solution is available. The singularity is introduced by including the singular term in the displacement field approximation. lnterelement compatibility is obtained using the bllinear function R
where R is equal to 0 if the neighboring element is a conventional element and equals 1 if the
neighboring element is also singular. This leads to continuity of displacements across the
lnterelement boundaries. The main advantage of this method is that the stress intenslty factors
are treated as nodal variables and are calculated directly from the program. Moreover, accurate
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results are obtained with relatively fewer elements around the crack tip. The determination of
R, however, is difficult and parametric studies are required to obtain good estimates.

Foschi

and Barret*° used a Q8 element based on Benzley's approach for analyzing a crack in an
orthotropic plate. Heppler and Hansen“° also used a similar approach for a Q12 element.

b) Hybrid elements :
Hybrid finite elements are based on variational formulations wherein relevant field variables in the element need not, a priori, satisfy the requirements of interelement displacement
compatibility and/or interelement traction reciprocity.

Lagrange multipliers are typically used

to enforce the constraint conditions and these multipliers appear as additional variables in the
formulation. This type of element was first developed by Tong and Pian“‘ Depending on the
method of formulation, the Lagrange multipliers can take on physical meaning. For fracture
mechanics applications, the asymptotic solutions for the crack tip stress and displacement
fields are incorporated in the element. The application of hybrid elements and the general
method is discussed in detail by Tong and Plan°' and Atluriiz .

This work was extended for

rectilinear anisotropic materials by Tong” and for the analysis of interlaminar effects by
Wang¢“.
As the literature survey indicates, the finite element method has proved to be a very effective approach for plane elastostatic problems with discontinuous boundaries.

Many

’cracked' elements have been developed to date but many of them incorporate only the singular
term of the actual series expansion for the crack tip stress field. Admittedly, this term is the
dominant one, but good accuracy requires that the element be quite small and that nelghboring
conventional elements be placed in the region of the high stress gradient near the crack tip,
Ioslng the advantage gained by the singular formulation. Thus, much of the potential efficiency
to be gained through the use of singular elements is lost. This study includes the development
of a general singular element based on an elasticity solution (Chapter 2), where the number of

terms, number of nodes and their positions

and the size of the element can be varied de-

pending on the requirements.
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1.3.2

Crack Growth Criteria

The original Griffith criterion states that crack growth will occur when the surface energy
required to e><tend the crack can be just delivered by the system. lrwin later accounted for the
plasticity effects and proposed the term ’Stress Intensity Factor'. He showed that the critical
strain energy release rate and critical stress intensity factor approaches were equivalent for the
assumption of self similar crack growth.
The problem of crack growth and fracture response of composites has been addressed
by several researchers.

Various theories based on different physical quantities, such as en-

ergy, the stress tensor, and stress and strain components have been presented in the literature.
Wu33 and Sih33 37 independently investigated the fracture behavior of unidirectional glass/epoxy
composites as early as 1972.
The majority of crack propagation theories for anisotropic materials assume homogeneous, linear material behavior and are developed, in many cases, as natural extensions of the
classical fracture mechani-cs approaches for isotropic materials.

The directional dependence

of material stiffness and strength typically does not result in self-similar crack growth and hence
the extension of the original flaw is not only a function ofthe applied far field loading, but also
of the material properties and specimen geometry.

Moreover, depending on the type of com-

posite material analyzed, material homogeneity assumptions can become invalid.

Zweben33

describes the typical approaches taken to study fracture of composites and they can be broadly
classified into two categories :

•

•

macromechanical approach, treating the composite as a homogeneous material

micromechanical approach, taking into account the heterogeneity of the material

Both methods are employed by current researchers and have shown success in predicting the
fracture response for special cases when compared to experimental data.
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‘

The Tensor Polynomial theory, proposed by Tsai and Wu°° treats the material as homogeneous and was originally derived for the prediction of the failure of unnotched laminates
“ ‘° “.

The Tensor Polynomial theory is a criterion based on the existence of a failure surface

in stress space. lt assumes that crack growth is governed by all the components of the stress
tensor. The Strain Energy Density theory and its application to composites is given by Sih‘* ,
along with a compilation of analytical solutions available for fracture of composites. lt was originally derived to study mixed mode fracture in isotropic materials and in its application to
composites, it does not account for the directional dependence of material strength. lt is based
on variations in the energy stored along the periphery of a core region surrounding the crack.
Crack initiation is assumed to take place in a radial direction which corresponds to a minimum
value of the strain energy density factor.
The Point Stress criterion of Whitney and Nuismer“ attempts to explain the size effect of
the crack on the determination of stresses at a ünite distance, R, from the crack tip. More recently, Herakovich and co-workers have developed the Normal Stress Ratio (NSR) theory for

notched composites“*“ .

1.3.2.1

Normal Stress Ratio Theory

Buczek and Herakovich“·“·" proposed the normal stress ratio theory as a crack growth
direction criterion for composite materials. The normal stress ratio, R, is deüned by

R(rs_¢>) =—;@ .

(1.1)

¢¢

ln this expression, 6,, corresponds to the normal stress acting on the radial plane defined by
¢•,

at a specified distance, r,, from the crack tip. T,, is the tensile strength on the ¢> plane.

Figure 3 depicts the parameters of the NSR theory. The model assumes that the direction of
crack extension corresponds to the radial direction having the maximum value of the normal
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stress ratio.

ln the present study, the normal stress ratio theory will be used to predict the

stability of crack growth. The normal stress ratio theory is an extension ofthe maximum normal
stress theory, formulated to make it applicable to anisotropic materials by considering the directional dependency of strength. Like the maximum normal stress theory, it is based upon the
assumption that Mode l crack growth controls crack extension.
Because no experimental method currently exists for measuring the tensile strength on
an arbitrary plane, T„ must be defined mathematically, in a manner consistent with tests that
can be performed. Such tests require that T„ satisfy the following conditions:
'

1.

for an isotropic material, T„ must be independent of gb;

2.

for crack growth parallel to the fibers in a composite material, T„ must equal
the transverse tensile strength, Y, ;

3.

for crack growth perpendicular to the fibers in a composite material, T„ must
equal the longitudinal strength, X, .

The definition of T„ used to satisfy these conditions is

rw = x, sinzß + v, coszß ,
where ß is the angle from the

¢•

(1.2)

plane to the liber axis ( Figure 3 ).

Souma et al.°‘ have recently proposed a theory for predicting fracture toughness ( K,c ) as
a function ofthe liber angle for homogeneous anisotropic materials. The method oftransforming
the fracture toughness is very similar to that of the normal stress ratio theory :

i<,C = kl}, coszß + kfg sin2ß

(1.3)

where KPC and K}§ are derived as shown in Figure 4.
A description of the popular mixed mode fracture criteria in linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) is given by Yehiaß .
Another approach to fracture of composites has been at a more microscopic level and
theories that take into account the heterogeneity of the material have been proposed. However,
most of them have only been applied to special cases of crack orientation and loading condi-
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tions. The extension of the Strain Energy Density theory to a matrix model has been successful
for cracks parallel to the fibers by Sih“ .

Poe and Sova°' use a fracture toughness approach

based on the determination of strains in the fiber near the crack tip, and have applied it to
cracks perpendlcular to fibers. The Hedgepeth“ model determines a stress concentration
factor using a shear-lag approach at the vicinity of the broken fibers.
From the outline of anisotropic fracture theories just given, it is obvious that a great deal
of effort has been made to extend, with or without modification, mixed-mode isotropic theories
to the analysis of anisotropic materials. All the above research efforts have made significant
contributions to the prediction of fracture behavior of composites. The numerous theories proposed, based on different assumptlons, have not yet proven to be completely compatible with
experimental results.

1.3.3

Graphical Simulation of Crack Growth

The last two decades have witnessed rapid development in the areas of composite material analysis, finite element techniques, fracture mechanics and computer processing power.
There is a need to integrate all these tools to provide the designer with information essential
to the decision making process.

Perhaps the most important and exciting development in

computer analysis in the last decade is the advancement in the area of computer graphics. lt
has become a vital element in all CAD/CAM systems and analytical approaches which integrate
computer graphics are an area to be exploited. For the engineer using computer based analytlcal approaches such as the ünite element method or the boundary element method, graphical input and output of information provides control over the sophisticated analyses. Pre and
post—processing of data can be extremely complex and time consuming and are subject to fre-

quent human error.

Interactive computer graphics systems eliminate a large portion of the

man·machine interaction time to define the problem.

Introduction and Literature Review
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_

generate a large amount of numerical data, especially in three-dimensional problems, and the
analyst can lose control over the postprocessing. Automatic graphical output and display provide a means of interpreting the results in an efficient way and numerical efforts popularly
known as ’GlGO’ (garbage in - garbage out) can be avoided.

Two- and three- dimensional

processors and high level language graphics standards which can serve as application program
interfaces (API) are commercially available.

lt is the duty of the analyst to take advantage of

these developments to achieve greater efliciency and reliability in the analysis procedure. With
respect to this research effort, graphics provides a means to display,
•
a menu driven simulation program
•
’zoomed’ details of meshes
•
deformed geometries and deflected shapes
•
stress fields and contours (shaded and line drawings)
•
crack growth paths
•
updated plots of various parameters
•
graphical output of other numerical information which can aid the design and decision
making process.

The early approaches to crack modeling using finite elements and graphics assumed that
the crack trajectory was known a priori and cracks were modeled with double nodes.

These

double nodes would be provided along the crack path, along the element edges, and as the
crack propagated the nodes along the path would be separated. This lacked physical significance, as the crack was constrained to follow predefined elemental boundaries. Criteria for
initiation of crack growth, direction and lnstability were based on simple tensile strength approaches and did not include any fracture mechanics principles. These techniques date back
to the formative years of the linite element method when constant strain triangular elements,
key punch input and simple algorithms were state~of-the-art.
Pioneering work which included procedures incorporating fracture mechanics principles
and modern interactive computer graphics in crack propagation was done by Souma*' ,

lngraffea°° and Yehia“ . Their work was limited to isotropic materials. The methods adopted
involved complex remeshing algorithms as conventional or quarter point elements were typi-
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cally used to calculate the crack tip dlsplacement and stress tields.

Also, quarter point ele-

ments do not satisfy the lield equatlons of elasticity around the crack, and determlnation of
crack growth criteria parameters can depend on the size and shape of the element. There have
been no attempts to employ special elements in modeling crack growth.

To the author’s

knowledge, no attempt has been made in the past to analytically monitor crack growth in übrous
composites.
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2.0

2.1

Singular Element Formulation

Element Stress and Displacement Fields

Figure 5 shows a through cracked composite lamina which can be assumed to be in a
state of plane stress when modeled as a homogeneous anisotropic material subjected to inplane loading. A stress function expansion in the vicinity of the crack tip is developed to formulate the stiffness matrix for the singular element. The stress function method of Lekhnitskii

"

is followed in the derivation.
The equations of equilibrium in the absence of body forces are :

Up.] =

0Singular
Element Formulation
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Ä

Figure 5.

Unidirectlonal Lamina and Geometry ol Problem
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The strain-stress relations for the composite modelled as a homogeneous anisotropic

material are :

2x

811

812

816

dx

812 822 826
By
dyYxy
i

816

826

866

"xy

where a,) are compliance coefücients which can be expressed (Appendix A) in terms of the
elastic constants E,, E,, v,, and 6,,, deüned in the material principal coordinate system, and the
über orientation angle 0 as shown in Figure 5.

A stress function, F, is deüned such that :

_ ÖZF
0,,-*5};*,

_ 6%
dy-?.

_ ÜZF
1'xy——ä}7

(2.3)

Substituting the stress·strain relations (2.2) into the compatibility equation :

Ö2
äy

Özy
Özs — Y}!
0
+
X V =

(2.4)

öx

results in :

ö2

Ö2

öy

öx

*2 (8118x + 812°y + 816'xy) + *2 (812°x + 822"y + 8262xy)
62
(816dx + 8266}, + 8661xy) =

0Substituting
for the stresses in terms of the stress function

F (eqn. (2.3)) the governing

equation is obtained as :

ö"F

6"F

6%

ÖAF

ÖAF

6x6y3

öy6

a22 ——2a
26 —+(2a12 +a66)——2a 16 im11 —=0
öx2

öx6öy
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This equation can be written in terms of differentiai operators as :

D1D2D3D,F = 0
ö

and

ö

D, = (W- MX),

where

(2.7)
.

/= 1,2,3,4

p, are the roots of the characteristic eqn. :

4

811/*

‘ 2816/*3

2
+ (2812 + 866)/* * 2826/* + 822 = 0

(2-8)

The four roots are never real; they are complex or purely imaginary" . The roots are denoted
as :
p1=a+iß,

#¤='/F1=¤—iß-

;42=y+i6

/#4='/Y2=v—i6

(2-9)

Considering the case of unequal roots, p, a/= p, , the stress function , F, obtained as a solution
8
to (2.6) can be written as :

F = F1(X + /*1Y) + F2(2‘ + /*2Y) + F3(*

lntroducing the notation : Z, = x + p,y

and Z, = x + p,y

F4(X

(2-10)

and recognizing that F must be real,

we obtain F from equation (2.10) as :

The stresses (2.3) can now be written in terms of the stress function as :

vx 2ay
=
= 2 Real [ F,"(Z1) + F2"(Z2) ]

(2.12)

Txy = ‘ 2 R€8'[ /*1F1”(Z1) + /*2F2”(Z2) ]
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where the primes denote differentiation. After integration ofthe strain-displacement equallons
the displacements are obtained as :

u = 2 Real [p1F,'(Z-I) + p2F2’(Z2)] + rigid body terms
v = 2 Real [q1F1’(Z1)+ q2F2'(Z2)] +

rigid body terms

(2.13)

where :

822

2
Pk: 811#«+812

826-

(k :1 -2)

p,, and q,, can be written in complex form (as p, is complex) for k = 1,2 as :
A

„/\

_A

_~

P1 :P1 + [p2-

A

~
(P2
P2:P1+

-

q1=q1+ W2

,~

-

~
(G2
q2=q1+

where :

P1: 8110*2 ' ßz) + 812 ‘* 816·*
P11

:811(1’2'62)+812"8161’

: 2811“ß ‘ 816ß
- P2
-

1

52:28111*6‘8166

81 = 812¤ +822Ü-826 - *12 :812ß -8%
A

A

a

51 :8121* +822%‘"826
7 +6

ß

6
52 :8126*822;*2
2
·
7 +6

The stresses (2.12) can be written in the form *2 :

ax + 87 = 2 R8 [ (1 + lÄ)F1"(Z«) + (1 + #§)F2"(Z2) ]
ay — ax+ 2i1·xy = 2Re[ (1 —;t1’) F1"(Z1) + (1 —1u2“)F2"(Z2) ]

‘ ‘1iR€'[l*1F1”(Z1)
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+ V·2F2„(Z2)]
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Transformation of the stresses into polar coordinates ( Figure 6 ) results in :

v2 + Fw = Ref (1 + #1)/‘«"(Z«) + (1 + #2“)F2"(Z2)]

+ e"¢ Ret(1 — #1’)F1"(Z«)+(1 - m r=2”(z2>l
-

2i Re[MF1"(Z,) + p2F2"(Z2)]

(2.15)

where :

Z, = x + My = rje'0‘ , Z2 = x +
p2yrj
62 62
=r„/cos¢ +a sin 62 +ß2 sin2¢ , r2=r„/cos¢> +y sin
sin2¢
+

H1" arcta,)

ß sin ¢>
cos gb + (1 sin ¢>

'

02 — arctan

6 sin ¢>
cos ¢> -+- y sin qb

and r and ¢ are the polar coordinates shown in Figure 6.
Expanding the stress functions in Laurent series of the forms :

OO

Aj

F1(Z1) =

ZW

, F2(Z2) =

°°

. +„

Z2!

Äoßj

.

; ( j = O, i 1, j; 2,

(2.16)

-X

where Aj, Bj, lj are unknowns obtained from the boundary conditions. Aj and Bj are, in general,
complex constants and can be written as Aj= a,j+ ia2j and Bj = b,j+ ibzj .
For the stress free crack shown in Figure 6, the boundary conditions are :

0

(2.17)

Substituting into (2.15) for the stresses in terms ofthe stress function F, (eqn. (2.16)), and solving
the resulting eigenvalue problem associated with the above boundary conditions yields
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A, + 6,01, + 1)

0

em!
MA, + M6,(„t, + 1)+

0

(2.18)

where j=i1,i2,i-3, .....
For a non-trivial solution at ¢> = i- 1:, the eigenvalues are :
E
A,=% ,

(j=+1,—!-2, etc.)

(2.19)

where j begins from 1 for the displacements to be tinite.
Other forms for the complex stress functions F, and F, can be assumed. They will produce
the same tina! result although the eigenvalues may be different. Wang

F), —

“

used the form :

, k -1,2.

(2.20)

for analyzing the free edge effect in composite Iaminates.
Two cases arise depending on the material properties:
(i) The real parts ofthe roots of the characteristic equation (2.8) are equal ( a =y),

For the material systems studied, this case is obtained when the tibers are at 0° or 90° relative
to the crack.
(ii) The real parts of (2.8) are different ( a 9* Y) .
Typically, for the material systems studied, this case is obtained when the tibers are at angles

other then 0° or 90° relative to the crack.
Substituting for the stresses (2.15) in equation (2.18), the constants of the stress function can
be obtained as :
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Case: 1

=·,·

—

6 (2j+ 1)b,j
av · —§V"'

— (2j 1)b2j
+

82]

= LTL

(2.21)

Case (ii) : 1 gg

(21+ 1)
‘ [/181;+ b1)? T']
a2) =(2j

+ 1

b2}2
=L

2.22

y

As the constants are dependent, the number of unknowns in the stress function expansions reduces by half.

The stress function can be obtained in series form from which the

stresses (2.12) and displacements (2.13) can be written in series form for the above two cases.

Note that the following delinitions have been used in equations (2.23-2.26) :

2' — 1
}.j=lT,C=,ll+1,•ß=lj,w=l}—1,x=a—y

Case (i)( a=y)

Stress Comgonents :

.

°°
ax = 22 Ci/1lib,j{r§° (-— (,12 — ß2) -% cos wö, + 2116 sin wö,)
1=1
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+

r§’ ((y2 62)
—
cos 0:01 — 2y6 sin 0:01)

(200 ms 0001 + (02 - 02) san 0001 )
r§’
(

+

— yö cos 0:01 — (y2 — 62) sin 0:01)

(2.23)

.

°°

dy = 22 ($ [[:11 1- d" %- cos 0:01+ r2" cos 0:02}+ b2l{d" sin 0:01 - r2° sin 0:02}]
1=1

OO

1xy= — 22 §$

0:01 + 6 sin 0:01) + r2"(y cos 0:02 - 6 sin 0:02)}

!=1

b21(d”
+

( ß cos 0:01 + 0 sin 0:01) — r2" ( 6 cos 0:02 -+· y sin 0:02)

Disglacements :

u = 22

.

-51 cos $01 +52 sin $01)

}=1

+ rg (51 cos $02 -52 sin $01)}+ b2!

{dy

(52 cos $01 +51 sin I,//Ö1)

(2.24)

- r2y(52 cos $02 + 51 sin $02)

The v component of the displacement is obtained by replacing 5, by Ö, and 5, by Ö, , (k =
1,2) in the above equation (2.24).
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Case (li) ( an yéy)

Stress Comgonents :

00

5w
lß 8,j(f,

ax=2

(a 2

2

—ß)·+-2ß

2 a

(<¤2·ß2)
CO$wÜ,+ßj"—·—2aßSl¤wÜ,)

J=l

- r§“‘ (2aß

cos wöz + (y2 — 62) -5;-sin2

2
wö,

+ Cl/z

+

r§’ (@2 62) 262
—
—

sin wö,)

cos wö2 -1);

0¢

‘·°

¤l« a,] r,

- 2
ay-

‘

cos wö, + A sm wö,
X

—r2wi sm
' wüz
X

1=l

Ö .
w
co Ö - wö,
+ r2 ( cos wöz - T sm wö2) g
+ W b,j{r, T sm

00

„,

_

np a,] r,

rxy- -2

ß’

(2.25)

ß .

a-PT coswö,—ß+a-Ysmwö,

I=l
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-r§’
(,8-%cos«>02—ßä—sinw02);

(D

6

w
+r2

6

•

Ö

.
smw02

ßi-cos w91 + aysm 4601

+C$ b1jll°1

Ö2
y—T

cosw02—

Dlsglacements :

00

cos $01+ ,62

u = 22

cos $0, — B2 sin $01+51% sin $0,)

J=l

— rg

+

$
bu C r1

$
+ r2

The

v

cos $02 + 51% sin $62);

A 6
A 6 .
sm $01
P2 Ycos $01 +p,
Y

(2.26)

.
.
—p2
~ 6 —p2
~ 6 sm
~
~ sm
$02 —p,
$02
P1 cos $02
Y
Y

component of the

displacement is obtalned

by

replacing Ö, by Ö, and 5, by

Ö, , (k = 1,2) in the above equation (2.26).
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Flgure 6.

Crack Tip Ccordlnate System
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2.2 Element Stiffness Matrix

The strain energy of an element V' can be written :

V6

azzßf, +

a166xTxy

Q is the element domain and h' the element thickness. Each term in the stress expana26O’yTxywhere
sions (2.23 & 2.25) has four constants 6,,, 62,, b,, and bz,. Taking S terms in the stress expansions (2.23 & 2.25), 2S constants are obtained as the constants are related (2.21,2.22). The 2S
constants denote in matrix form as :
Er

=

[C1 C2

......

6,, 6,, 6,, 6,, etc. are:
C25]where
-

and

from (2.21) :

b,,, b,,, j= 1,2.... (for 6 = y)

from (2.22) :

6,,, b,,, j=1,2.... (for 6 ab y )

Differentiating

V•

with respectto each term in E , the element ’sub-stiffness’ matrix , [k'] , is

obtained by minimizlng the strain energy of the element with respect to the unknown constants

[k°]E = El

(2.29)

öC

Substituting for the stresses (2.23 & 2.25), the element ’sub-stiffness’ matrix can be written:

kg =

n°H-

(6,,6,,,6,,

+

6,26,,6,, + ?r',,¢7x,) ......

}d0

(2.30)

where 6, is the coefücient of the term c, in the expansion for 6,, , 5,, is the coeflicient ofthe term
6, in the expansion for 6, , etc. in equations (2.23) and (2.25).
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The evaluation of the above double integral (2.27) can be performed numerically.
shown in Figure 7, a circular domain can be chosen for the element.

As

The stresses are then

expressed in terms of polar coordinates r and ¢>. lf a circular element is used as the singular
element, it can then be surrounded by quadratic quadrilateral or triangular elements which
match the geometry of the singular element exactly.
However, the formulation is general and the shape can be changed to an n-sided polygon
as desired, depending on the details of the mesh surrounding the singular element and on the
requirements and capabilities of automatic mesh generators, if used. The number of terms, S,
in the stress expansion (2.23 & 2.25), the number of nodes, N, of the element and the element
size can be varied depending on mesh parameters.
For a singular element with N nodes, the cartesian components of the displacements u
and v can be written in matrix form as 2

QT

= [u, v1 u2 v2

......

uN vN]

(2.31)

Substituting the nodal coordinates ofthe singular element into the displacement equations (2.24
& 2.26) a matrix equation of the form

[l.](E} = Q

(2.32)

is obtained. [L] is the matrix of the coefticients of the constants of expansion c, in the dis—
placement equations and is of the order 2N x 2S.

Using a least squares lit to minimize the

displacement discontinuity between the singular element and the adjoining conventional elementsß , equation (2.32) yields :

(E) = (1.*1.)*1.*2

(2.33)

Therefore, the total stiffness matrix of the singular element is :

i?° = (E}’k°(E}
Singular Element Formulation
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W = ((LTL)_1LT)T [W] (LTL)”1LT

(2.34)

l?• is a 2N x 2N symmetric matrix of known quantities, and the least squares ’smoothing’ makes
the nodal displacements the nodal degrees of freedom in the singular element.

Once l?• is

calculated, it can be superposed onto any conventional displacement based linite element
program to form the global stiffness matrix of the problem.

The resulting displacements are

used to calculate the coeflicients of the stress expansions using equation (2.33). The stresses
at any point around the crack tip can be obtained by substituting for the calculated coefticients
of the stress expansions (2.28) in the equatlons for the stresses (2.23 & 2.25).
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Figure 7.

Singular Element Geometry and Node Numbering System
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3.0

3.1

Validation of the Singular Element

Introduction

Chapter 2 describes the formulation of an anisotropic singular ünite element (ASE) based
on stress function expansions.

This chapter presents results obtained using the element to

study cracked, homogeneous anisotropic materials subjected to far üeld tensile loading.
The singular element was used to obtain stress intensity factors and stress distrlbutions
around the crack tip of a cracked anisotropic material representative of unidirectional graphite
epoxy. Fiber angles of 0 = 0° , 60° and 90° (measured from the Y axis, Figure 8) with a crack
parallel to the X axis, and a über angle of 0 = 0° with the crack oriented at an angle of -— 30° to
the positive X axis were analyzed for tensile loading in the Y direction in order to demonstrate
the generality and validity of the formulation.
The individual terms of the stiffness matrix of the singular element derived in Chapter 2
were incorporated into the global stiffness matrix of the region modeled, at the corresponding

degrees of freedom, in an existing, conventional, displacement based ünite element program
which includes the capability for analyzing anisotropic materials. Meshes employing quadratic
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triangular and/or quadrllateral elements (Figure 8) can be used in the analysis. The parameters
which can be varied are :
•
The number of nodes, N, of the singular element and their locations (Figure 7)
•
The number of terms, S, in the stress and displacement expansions (eqns. 2.23-2.26)

•

The singular element radius, r, (Figure 7)
The element parameters N and r, can be suitably chosen to meet the requirements of the

surrounding tinite element mesh.
Implementation of the singular element into a global mesh is llexible. The crack tip need
not be at the center ofthe singular element. lt is only required that the geometry ofthe element
and the crack be specilied and that the integration scheme adopted for the ’sub-stiffness’ matrix
be general enough to account for the shape of the element (lt is noted that the formulation in
'

Chapter 2 is based upon a coordinate system centered at the crack tip).

The interelement

continuity requirement between the singular element and the adjacent elements is satistied only
in a least squares sense, but the results show that the least squares procedure appears to be
adequate for coupllng the singular element to conventional elements.

3.2 Results and Discussion

3.2.1

Case (i)

For a plate with a central horizontal crack (along the X axis) and for liber angles of 6 = 0° and
90°, only a quarter of the plate need be analyzed due to the symmetry of the problem
(Figure 8).

As stated in Chapter 2 , these cases yield equal real parts of the characteristic

equation (eqn. 2.8), (a=y ) for the material system and crack geometry studled. In fact, for
these cases, a and y are both zero and the roots are purely imaginary.
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mesh of the quaiter plate used for the analysis. Studies were performed using the singular element to analyze the effect of changing the variable parameters N,S, and r,.

Stress lntensig Factors :
Stress intensity factors (SIF) can be calculated directly using the stress function expansions.
A derivation based on the formulation of Chapter 2 follows. By definition, the mode l stress intensity factor K, is :

Substituting for the first term of the stress expansion, for

(eqn. 2.23) yields :

—2C¢« b«(—r°’—Ö-+r°°

al

and

_

1

w=—··:2—,

3

C=?,

1
tß=3—,

1

I';°=I'§°=—‘/?·,

01=92=0

(3.2)

giving,

d’y|¢=0

3

-

b,}

2

(— 6 +1)
ß
N/F
1

(3.3)

Substituting (3.3) into (3.1) :
r—

3

6

where ß and 6 are the imaginary parts of the roots of the characteristic equation (eqn. 2.8) and
the term b,, is the value of the constant in the stress function obtained by substituting the dis·

placements 6 from the tinite element solution into equation (2.33).
The SIF can be represented in terms of the 'finite width correction factor', Y, as
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Y=——-L

K,=YE„/Ä

(3.5)

EJ?

Using (3.4) :

JZ? %¤„,< -%+ ii
Y=

(3.6)

6„;a

where E is the applied uniform far-field loading and

’a’

is the semi crack length. Appendix C

presents a complete derivation of the stress intensity factors for the various cases.
Finite width correction factors for a representative unidirectional graphite epoxy material
were calculated using the above formula and the results were compared with those obtained
by other authors“°-°‘·°° . A Q" long x 3" wide plate with a central crack of 1.2" was analyzed under
inplane tensile loading. The material properties used are given in Table 6 (Appendix B). Only
a quarter of the plate was modeled due to symmetry and the ASE had a radius of 0.3" (half the
semi-crack length) and nine nodes.
This same problem has been solved by others. Snyder and Cruse

“

used a boundary in-

tegral equation method. A special linite element employing the elasticity solution based on
Wilson’s“ approach was used by Chou, et al.
Hansen

°°

‘*

for both 8 and 10 noded elements. Heppler and

used a singular element with a formulation analogous to Benzley=° . Figures 9 and

10 show the variation in the correction factor, Y, obtained using the ASE as a function of the
number of terms, S, in the stress expansions compared with results from literature°°·°‘-°* . ln the
tigures, two values are shown for Ref. [30]. They correspond to the highest and lowest values
obtained from tive different mesh contigurations.
For the liber at 8 = 90° ( Figure 9), a converging trend is observed as the number of terms
is increased from one to three, and Y remains essentially constant for three to six terms. All
the results shown fall within the bounds provided by the other methods. Addition of more than
six terms in the stress expansion results in a downward trend in the value of Y. It is noted that
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the stress expansions contain the term ri , where 2. =%1- (j =1,2,3..S) and an increase in the
number of terms results in a stiffening effect, thereby reducing the value of Y.
The case of 8 =0° ( Figure 10) shows an oscillatory behavior of the ASE results as the
number of terms is increased. A similar oscillation for this case of0 = 0° was also observed in
Ref. [30] where a non—converging pattern was obtained for the different mesh parameters used.
For this case, the principal material direction is along the direction of loading and experiences
the majority of the load resulting in high stress gradients around the crack tip. The values of
the finite width correction factor, Y, obtained using the singular element are compared with the
values presented in Refs. [30,64,65] (Table 1).
The values obtained using the ASE are averages for S=1 to 6 terms. lt is noted that the
value considered representative of Ref. [30] in Table 1 is the one which had the minimum
percentage difference when compared to Refs. [64,65]. The values for 9 = 0° and 90° taken from
Ref. [30] correspond to two different meshes and, depending on the mesh parameters used, the
percentage difference obtained (when compared to Refs. [64,65]) ranged from -0.3 percent to
-13.6 percent.
lt is evident from Table 1, Figure 9 and Figure 10 that the results obtained using the
anisotropic singular element (ASE) are in excellent agreement for the 90° case and reasonable
agreement for the 0° case with the other approaches. The correction factor, Y, predicted by the
ASE falls between the values obtained by other methods ( Refs. [64,65] and Ref. [30] ) for the
90° liber orientation. Unfortunately, the results are more sensitive to the number of terms for the
0° liber orientation. The next section presents results of changing the various ASE parameters.

Stress Dlstributlons :
Stress distributions around the crack tip obtained using the singular element are compared to
those predicted using quarter point elements in Figs. 11-16. The quarter point element (QPE)

is used as a basis for comparison, as it has been found to give reasonably accurate results
when compared to an intinite plate elasticity solution and because the other references cited
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Table 1.

Flnite Width Correctlon Factors, Y
FINITE WIDTH CORRECTION FACTORS, Y
Anisotropic

Fiber

Singular

Ref [64]

Rar [65]*

Ref [65]=

Ref [20]

Angle
0

Element
(ASE)•

(difference
from ASE)

(difference
from ASE)

(difference
from ASE)

(difference
from ASE)

1.683
(+ 2.9%)

1.669
(+ 2.1%)

1.755

1.523

(+ 6.9%)

(-7.2%)

1.578

1.507

l
1.57

1.645
(+4.5%)

—

a :
b :
c :

1.652
(+4.9%)

(+0.5%)

(-4.1%)

average of S=1 to 6
8 noded element
10 - noded element

did not present stress results. The comparison of ASE and QPE results demonstrates how well
a coarse mesh with the singular element compares to a QPE solution with a high density mesh.
The elastic properties of the material system used for this portion of the study are presented in Table 5 (Appendix B). The three inplane components of stress, 6,,, ay, ·r,,y were calculated at a distance r/a = 0.002 and plotted as a function of the angle ¢> about the crack tip,
measured from the horizontal axis. The r/a ratio of 0.002 was chosen as the point of comparison because it corresponds to a Gauss point of the QPE.

The mesh employlng the singular

element had 42 elements with 157 nodes (288 d.o.f) while the mesh employlng the quarter point
elements had 125 elements with 268 nodes (512 d.o.f). The length of the quarter point element
radial side was 0.025 inches which is one-tenth the radius of the singular element. This small
radius for meshes employlng quarter point elements Ieads to a very line mesh in the vicinity
of the crack tip and a correspondingly higher number of degrees of freedom and increased requirements for computer resources.
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There is a signilicant reduction in total computing time when the special element is used
because :
•
mesh generation is faster and simpler
•
the number of degrees of freedom is reduced signilicantly
•
the bandwidth of the global stiffness matrix is reduced signilicantly
Finally and possibly most imporlantly, the ASE gives analytic and continuous variations of
stresses as opposed to the QPE which gives stresses at discrete points which must be followed
by additional calculations if stresses are required at other points within the element.
Figures 11-13 show the angular variations of the three components of stress, a,,, ay and
1,,y, respectively, with a varying number of terms, S, in the stress expansion for a liber angle of
0 = 90° and the crack parallel to the liber direction. lt is evldent from these ligures that the ASE
results do not always converge monotonically with increasing number of terms, S but they do
converge generally.
The results predicted by the anisotropic singular element are generally in good agreement with
those obtained using quarter point elements.

The·mesh used for the analysis using quarter

point elements (QPE) is shown in Figure 17. For all the stress components, the general trends
from the ASE and QPE are quite similar. For some stress components and some ab locations,
the ASE results converged towards the QPE results.

However, for other components and lo-

cations, the ASE results converge away from the QPE results. lt is noted that the comparison
with the QPE is not absolute but only provides a means to predict and compare trends and
relative magnitudes. Also, only a representative mesh using the QPE is used. Depending on
the ASE parameters chosen, the three components of stress behave differently. All three components do not converge (or diverge) from the QPE results in a similar fashion. Figure 11 predicts that the 6,, component converges towards the QPE result as the number of terms increase,
while the ay component shows better correlation with the QPE for lesser number of terms in the
expansion. The 1,,y stresses predicted by the ASE gives good correlation with the QPE for ¢>

(measured counter clockwise from the crack tip) up to 90° for a higher number of terms and then
improves for a lesser number of terms as ¢> is increased. The oscillatory behavior of the stress
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distributions predicted by the ASE may be attributed to the nature of the non-conforming element based on series solutions.

To make the parametric study more complete, the effects of ASE radius size, r,, and the
number of nodes of the singular element, N, on the predicted angular variations of the stress
components were also studied.

Figures 14-16 show stress component variations for the two

radii r, = 0.125" and r, = 0.25" and different number of nodes for the singular element (N =9,11).
The behavior of the various stress components for the different ASE parameters in Figs. 14-16
follows a similar trend as when different terms, S, are used in the stress expansion (Figs. 11-13).
A large number of nodes (N=11) and a small radius (r, = 0.125”) gives good correlation when
compared to the QPE in the a, component, but deviates from the QPE for the ay component.
The ASE results are believed to be more accurate both because ofthe analytic formulation
and the relative independence from mesh parameters. Also, the mathematical modelling ofthe
r·"· singularity in the QPE does not account for the angular variation in the stress tield and the
traction free boundary conditions on the crack surface.

3.2.2

Case (ii)

A. Crack along the X·axis :
Stress variations for a liber angle of 8 = 60° and with the crack along the X-axis were obtained using the ASE. Unequal real parts ( a ¢ y ) are obtained for the roots ofthe characteristic
equation for this case.
inversion symmetry

“

was exploited for the off-axis cases so that only one half of the plate

then need be modeled (as opposed to a full plate if inversion symmetry were not used). A tinite
element model is a set of N equations with N unknowns. inversion symmetry conditions intro-

duce M new equations, reducing the number of equations and unknowns to (N — M). inversion
symmetry is a symmetry condition present in anisotropic shells and plates whose geometry,
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elastic coeflicients, boundary conditions and loading are 180° rotationally symmetric about
some axis.

The details of implementation of this method to tinite element programs is given

by Noor and Mathers

°°.

An off·axls plate with a central crack under uniaxial loading exhibits inversion symmetry.
The center of symmetry coincides with the center of the crack. Any line passing through the
center of symmetry and dividing the plate into two half sections may be used to reduce the region of study for the linite element model. A S" long x 2" wide plate with a 0.2" central crack
was analyzed.

The axial center line was chosen as the line of symmetry in this study.

Figure 18 shows the mesh employed with inversion symmetry taken into account.

The half-

plate mesh (dimensions : S" long x 1.0" wide and semi-crack length of O.1") using the ASE consists of 62 elements and 219 nodes (438 d.o.f.) while the mesh employing quarter point elements
(also incorporating inversion symmetry) employ 208 elements with 480 nodes (958 d.o.f.).
Figure 22 shows the mesh used when the QPE is employed with inversion symmetry taken into
account. There is a signiücant savings in CPU time when the singular element is used due to
a large reduction in bandwidth. The quarter point element program required approximately ten
times the CPU time required by the program incorporating the ASE.
Stress fields for a 60° coupon with a central crack under tensile loading obtained using the
ASE are compared with results using the QPE in Figs. 19a,20a,21a. The stress components are
plotted as function of the angle from the crack tip (¢> , measured counter clockwise). There is
good correlation between the QPE results and the results predicted by the ASE. The radius of
the ASE for the case presented was r, = 0.05" (half the semi-crack length) with the number of
nodes, N equal to 17. lt is seen from the tigures (Figs. 19a-21a) that the trends and the magnitudes of the various stress components predicted by the ASE and QPE are in good agreement.
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B. Crack inclined to the X-axis :

A crack inclined at — 30° to the X·axis with the libers at 0 = 90° (along the X-axis) also yields
unequal real parts of the roots of the characteristic equation. The crack analyzed for this case
was at an angle of- 30° to the positive X-axis and with the libers at 0 = 0°. A superposition
method was adopted so that the same mesh with the crack along the X·axis could be used for
the

— 30° crack case. Figure
24 shows this procedure. This case also exhibits inversion sym-

metry and only one half ofthe plate need be modelled. The same ünite element mesh as in the
previous case (Sec. 2.2.1) was used in the analysis and the program accounts for the crack rotation by transforming the Ioadings (Figure 24).

The results obtained using this method are

compared to those obtained using the quarter point element and are shown in Figs. 19b,20b,21b.
The mesh employing quarter point elements is shown in Figure 23. There is excellent correlation between the stress components predicted by the ASE and the QPE.
The good comparison also gives contidence to the superposition method adopted for angle
cracks as the QPE results did not employ this procedure of separation for far-tield stresses used
in the ASE program.
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4.0

4.1

Graphical Simulation of Crack Growth

Introduction

Research in graphical simulation of crack growth became feasible during the last decade
due to dramatic increases in the capabilities and power of interactive computer graphics. Research efforts in the area of tracking crack growth graphically have been limited to isotropic
materials and section 1.3.3 presented a review ofthe literature. The method commonly adopted
is outlined in the following paragraph.
Critical stress intensity factors (or critical strain energy rates ) are considered as material
properties for linear, isotropic materials, and plots for K, (stress intensity factors) vs. Aa (increase in crack length) are documented for commonly used materials. The increment in crack
length Aa can then be obtained from the plot for the given stress/displacement field at the crack
tip. The crack is allowed to increase by this amount and the analysis continues. A large number of conventional or quarter point elements

are typically used to model the crack tip

singularity making it necessary for complex remeshing algorithms to update the crack geometry
as it changes (propagates).
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The approach used for isotropic materials cannot be adopted for composite materials as composite materials are known to behave very differently and the following factors need to be
considered :

1.

Each fiber angle and notch geometry represents a different ’material’ making it impractical
to characterize critical curves for each material and crack orientation.

2.

Crack growth is generally not self-similar.

Obtaining G,, G,, and then using the superpo-

sition principle, G =G,+G,, , cannot be used as a general rule.
curve fitting methods to distribute G,

and

Empirical formulae and

G,, to calculate the total strain energy release

rate have been used in the literature, but with little success"

‘°.
°°

These methods employ

constants obtained using experimental data and these constants vary depending on the
material system and crack geometry considered.

3.

Critical strain energy release rates have been obtained experimentally for composite material systems using delamination type tests"

“
°°.

A recent survey

'°

(1987) compared the

available data for G,c and 6,,,, and found significant variation in the values of G,,c. A consistent, accurate method for the determination of G,c and G,,c for composite materials remains to be developed.

The applicability of fracture mechanics concepts to composite materials and the lack of
consistent, experimentally verified theories for fracture of composites limit the method of simulation that can be employed.

A

description of the parameters involved in tracking crack

growth and details of the algorithm used in the current study are presented in this chapter.
As the first step, the original crack configuration and material system under the given
loading is analyzed for the crack tip stress and displacement fields using the singular element
developed.

Frictional effects due to crack sliding and opening are neglected.

crack growth considerations need to be addressed and evaluated

The following

using the results for the

crack tip stress and displacement fields :
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1.

For the given loading and crack geometry, will the crack grow '?

2.

lf yes, then experimentally validated crack growth theories are needed to answer:
a.

ln what direction ? ( The direction of crack extension, ¢>„. )

b.

By how much ? ( The increment in the crack length, Aa . )

c.

Is crack growth stable ? ( Will the loading result in failure of the specimen or stable
crack growth ? )

Once these questions are answered, the mesh around the crack tip is redelined taking into account the new crack geometry. As the crack front advances through the specimen, the nodal
locations of the mesh need to be changed to account for the moving crack. This alters the element sizes in the finite element mesh making it necessary to update the force vectors during
propagation. The remeshing procedure (described in a later section) accounts for the changing
nodal locations and updates the force vector to maintain uniform loading conditions.

The

method used is explained using a step-by-step approach.

4.2

Method of Crack Propagation

STEP 1 : The initial geometry of the unidirectional composite with a crack under the specified
boundary conditions is analyzed for the crack tip stress and displacement fields using the singular element developed. The details of the element (ASE) are given in Chapters 2 and 3. Inversion symmetry (discussed in Chapter 3) is exploited whenever possible for reducing the total

number of degrees of freedom in the linite element model.

STEP 2 : The parameters of crack growth are determined using the stress fields obtained and

the criterion for crack extension. The Normal Stress Ratio (NSR) theory (discussed in Section
1.3.2) is a promising theory for the prediction of crack extension in composites“·’° and is ex-
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tended in this study to predict the stability of crack propagation.

The NSR theory is used to

determine the direction of crack propagation, ¢>,, from the calculated stress field and the material strength parameters. Equation (1.1) is used to calculate the NSR at a radius r,, and the direction of crack extension, d>,, is predicted to be along the direction corresponding to the
maximum value of the normal stress ratio. The method used to obtain the value of the critical
radius, r, , is presented in Chapter 5.
For the crack to propagate, a critical value of the stresses must be reached as a stress
based failure theory (NSR) is used. Physically, at the critical distance r,, the crack will grow
when the stresses in the predicted direction of propagation reach the strength of the material
in that direction (NSR equals unity). Both, the finite element analysis and the NSR theory are
linear and this allows for the calculation of the far field stress, 6,, corresponding to a NSR value
equal to unity. This stress (6,) is equal to the inverse of the NSR value in the direction of predicted crack extension (ql>,), times the far field load, 6, :

«l = ä

tw

STEP 3: The applied loading is increased from 6, to 6, . This loading corresponds to a NSR
value of unity and the crack is assumed to grow at this load level. The crack size is then incremented by a small amount Aa as specified by the user (the default of Aa equals r, itself).
The method used for remeshing and updating the nodal coordinates and forces is given
in Section 4.5. lt is noted that the increase in crack length will be along the predicted direction
of crack propagation.

lf crack growth is not colinear to the original fiaw, then there will be a

distinct kink in the crack which makes the determination of stress fields a complex task. The
ASE developed assumes a straight crack front and does not allow for kinked crack geometries.
The effect of kinking on crack tip stress fields has been studied to some extent in isotropic
materials and the method of accounting for it in this study is explained in a later section of this

chapter.
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The finite element calculations are performed for the new crack length with an applied
loading of 6,. The crack tip stress and displacement fields are obtained from the analysis and
substituted into equation (1.1) (the normal stress ratio) to obtain the predicted direction of crack
propagation (¢>c) for this step. The crack is again incremented by a small amount Aa in the
predicted direction of crack extension, ¢>„.

The loading is held constant at 6, and the analysis performed at the new crack length.
This step is used as an indication of the stability of crack growth. Ifthe value ofthe NSR exceeds
unity at the same load then crack growth is unstable as this implies that no more loading is
required for the crack to grow. lf there is no signiticant variation in the value of the NSR at the
original load, then the loading is incremented by a specified amount, A6, and the analysis
continued.

§]'_E_L§; ln a window on the PACE display (IBM 5080 workstation), an updated plot ofthe normal
stress ratio versus the step number is drawn at the end of each step as shown in Figure 25.
This plot is an indication of the stability of crack growth. The value of the NSR is calculated at
a distance r, from the new crack tip and ifthe value ofthe normal stress ratio is less than 1, then
the propagation is continued. At the end of each propagation step, after the crack length is incremented by an amount, Aa, the loading is held constant and the analysis performed, as described in STEP 5.

If the value of the NSR equals unity (or greater) at the same load, then it

implies that no more loading is required for the crack to grow. This predicts the onset of unstable crack growth. If the value of the NSR is less than unity, then the load is incremented by
a small amount, A6, specified by the user.

Steps 4, 5 and 6 are repeated until instability is

predicted or until the crack grows to the nearest free edge of the region being studied (failure

of the specimen).
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4.3

Remeshing Algorithm

The new crack of length a + Aa can be analyzed using the ASE. This requires updating of
the finite element mesh and the nodal forces to account for the increment in crack length. The
method used to propagate the finite element mesh and update the nodal forces and/or displacements is described in this section.

4.3.1

Updating Nodal Coordinates

As mentioned in the first section of this chapter, conventional or quarter point elements
were typically used in the past for crack simulation studies with a large number of elements
surrounding the crack tip.

This approach requires complicated remeshing procedures and

manipulation of large databases to account for the crack geometry as it propagates, often requiring a large amount of CPU time. No attempt has been made to take advantage of specially
formulated singular elements.

This study uses an efücient and simple remeshing procedure

taking advantage of the fact that only one element surrounds the crack tip. The formulation of
the ASE described in Chapter 2 allows for a variable size element with an arbitrary number of
nodes making the mesh requirements flexible.
The user speciües the nodes on the left and right edges (nodes L1 to Ln and R1 to Rn in
Figure 26) of the region to be modeled in the input data file. This is done by setting a flag for
each node in the input data file indicating it to be either an interior node or a boundary node.
(Appendlx F presents details regarding input requirements along with a sample data file.) When
crack propagation occurs, all the interior nodes are moved by an amount equal to the crack
length increment along the X·direction; and all the boundary nodes remain fixed. This advances

the crack front during propagation. The finite element mesh used speciües the crack always
along the X-axis and cracks which are not along the X-axis (cracks which are not perpendicular
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to the loading direction) are analyzed using a superposition procedure. This avoids the difücult
task of remeshing along different directions as only one mesh is used for all crack angles.
lfthe new crack is not perpendicular to the loading axis, the superposition method for the
loading conditions (described in Chapter 3) is used so that the finite element program only requires the mesh with a crack perpendicular to the loading axis but with the new crack length.
lf the crack is assumed to be at an angle Q, then the far field loading 6, in the X-Y system is
transformed to the §— 1; system (Figure 27). The tinite element program solves the problem in
the new coordinate system (é — rg) in which the crack is perpendicular to the q — axis subjected
to the far field loads : 6,,,1:,. Alter solving the problem in the §— q system, the stresses are
transformed back to the original X-Y global system to calculate the crack propagation parameters.

The remeshing procedure adopted in conjunction with the superposition procedure for

cracks at an angle to the loading axis results in an efficient and accurate remeshing algorithm.
lt is seen that as the crack propagates, the length of the sides of the elements behind the
crack front get larger while the elements in front of crack tip get smaller. This is because, in the
remeshing procedure, the boundary nodes remain fixed while the interior nodes are shifted in
increments along the X-direction. To avoid large element sizes and element size aspect ratios
during remeshing, a novel mesh arrangement is presented. The mesh has one (or more) columns of elements behind the crack front which are initially much smaller than the elements in
front of the crack tip (Figure 26). This allows the elements to be of acceptable size as the crack
advances.
lt is noted that lf conventional elements were used instead ofthe ASE, complex remeshing
methods and manipulation of databases would be needed to account for the new crack geometry. Therefore, there is a significant advantage in using only one element surrounding the crack
tip. To the authors knowledge, this type of remeshing procedure has not been attempted before.
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4.3.2

Updating Boundary Nodal Forces

As the nodal coordinates change when the crack propagates, the distribution of nodal
forces must to be updated due to the resulting changes in the length of the sides of the corresponding elements. Figure 28 shows a typical element and nodal coordinates before and after
the force vector modiücations. A subroutine recomputes the distance between the end nodes
N1' and N2' at the end of each load step and automatically redistributes the force vector along
the specified direction so that uniformity in the applied load is maintained.

Method ot Load Application

As described in Chapter 3, a superposition method is used for far field stresses to accommodate
cracks which are not perpendicular to the loading direction (i.e. angle cracks). This procedure
was found to be accurate and simple and eliminated the need for different meshes for cracks
at different angles. This superposition method (Figure 27) is used in this study in a unique way
to account for the the changing direction of the crack as it propagates. For analyzing a center
cracked (crack perpendicular to the loading direction) plate under uniaxial tension, an initial
tensile load of 6, = 1000 psi and a shear loading of 1,,. = 1000 psi is input from the data file. Each
elemental (nodal) loading component has a liag to identity it as a shear or a normal component
in the data file. The program (PACE) automatically calculates the shear contribution at each
load step, depending on the angle of the crack.

Figure 29 describes the procedure.

For ex-

ample, an initially horizontal crack (for a plate under uniaxial tension) will have no shear loading and the factor used to calculate the shear contribution will be zero for this case. If the crack
then grows at an angle ¢>,, the superposition method calculates the required shear contribution

for that crack angle. This method of updating the loading and crack geometry which has been
developed for this study is found to be simple and accurate.
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4.4

Effect of Crack Kinking

lf crack growth is not colinear to the original llaw, then as the crack is allowed to propagate,
there will be a distinct kink in the crack which makes the determination of the crack tip stress
fields a complex task. The singular element developed assumes a straight crack front and does
not allow for kinked crack geometries. The effect of kinked cracks (subjected to symmetric and
non-symmetric loading) on crack tip stress lields has been studied to some extent in isotropic
materials7' 73 73 7*. This is an area of current research and no detinite conclusions regarding the
analytical approaches to account for kinking effects can be drawn at the present time77 73.
Moreover, the classical approach of obtaining strain energy release rates for kinked cracks
breaks down when crack growth is not self similar as the energy release rate quantity is defined
by taking the segment of the kink in the limit to approach zero. The uniqueness of the energy
release rate quantity is doubtful as the kink portion ofthe crack is set to zero in the limit as two
singular points (the crack tip and the re-entrant corner) emerge into one.
The problem is presumably even more complex for anisotropic materials and direct ex~
trapolations and assumptions about kinking behavior based on isotropic material analysis are
avoided as composites are known behave very differently. The kink is considered as a weak
mathematical singularity and one way to account for this would be to solve the kink as a wedge
problem and then superimpose the crack tip solutions and the kink solutions in the element.
This can be a major research effort in itself and will not be attempted at this time.
Methods to account for kinked cracks have been proposed and they utilize an 'equivalent
length’ concept where the kinked crack is replaced by a straight crack of equivalent length obtained by using a projection ofthe kinked portion 73 73. Figure 30 depicts a method that has been
adopted for this study. The original crack of length a, is shown in Figure 30a. lf the predicted

direction of crack extension (using the NSR theory) is along an angle qöc, then the incremental
crack extension, Aa, is along ¢>„ (shown in Figure 30b). An equivalent crack length of a,' is then
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calculated using the general triangle formula. For the next propagation step, the crack of length
a,' is assumed to be along 45, as shown In Figure 30d.

4.5

Graphics Interface

The singular element developed in Chapter 2 and validated in Chapter 3 was used with the
simulation methods described above to monitor crack growth in unidirectional composites.
Graphical simulation of crack growth was performed by interfacing computer graphics with the
linite element program (written in FORTRAN -77) and the graphics portion was made an Integral
part of the overall code.
There is a need for powerful, usable application programsgto automate processes in the
CAD/CAM/CAE environment. PHIGS ( Programmers Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System )77 7* 7* is an advanced, fully three dimensional graphics application program interface (API)
based on the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) proposed standard.

PHIGS is a

powerful graphics system that supports the detinition, moditication and display of hierarchically
organized graphics data by Ietting the user edit, modify and transform graphics entities. The
graphics standard allows for: windowing and viewport processing, transformation and clipping,
I/O operations with a variety of devices, local storage and a palette of 4096 colors. ’graPHIGS'
is the IBM version of PHIGS and is supported at Virginia Tech on the IBM 5080 workstation attached to an IBM 4341 CPU serving as a host computer. With the use of the intelligent workstations (IBM 5080), data exchange with the host is minimized as many graphics operations are
done locally.
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4.5.1

graPHlGS Highlights

A brief description of the graphics system used is presented in this section. The PHIGS stand-

ard contains a full set of functions which serve as efficient and flexible tools to integrate
FORTRAN, Pascal or Assembly Language routines with graphics.

For a better understanding

ofthe PHIGS system, a list ofthe essential features are given below :
1.

Primitives & Attributes · generation of geometry and specification of attributes:
•
Lines : Connected or broken line strings of different colors and line types
•
•

Markers : Different types (dot, asterisk, etc.), colors and sizes
Polygons : Control over edge type, color ; interior styles (solid, hatched, hollow, etc.)

and colors
•
•
2.

Pixel : Allows for direct display of individual elements for fractals and shaded images

Structures - data organization constructs that provide for :
•
Parts or complete model definition

•
3.

Text : Extensive choice of text types, fonts, heights, colors, etc.

Modification of structures

<

Input devices · l/O control can be performed from a wide range of devices (given below)
and accomplished either synchronously or asynchronously :

•
•
•
•

String : Keyboard
Choice : Lighted PF keys
Locator : Tablets and Light pens
Stroke : Allows freehand and discrete input of coordinate point locations using a Tablet

or a Light Pen
•

Pick : Tablet or light pen to identify entitles within a hierarchy, usually used for menu

pick selections
Valuators : Dials for panning, zooming and rotation l/O
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4.5.2

Simulation Program, PACE

The program developed for this study is named ’PACE’ (Propagation using an Anisotropic
Cracked Element) and a complete user’s guide and description of input data requirements is
given in Appendix F. A f'low chart of the program control structure is given along with the user’s
guide in Appendix F.

PACE is a two dimensional finite element program capable of analyzing

cracked (and uncracked), anisotropic (and isotropic) structures. It is menu driven at run time
and is implemented at Virginia Tech on the IBM 5080 workstation attached to a IBM 4341 CPU
serving as the host computer.

The program has a library of Q8 (eight noded quadrilaterals)

elements and the specially formulated singular anisotropic element (ASE). A complete list of
the capabilities of the program is given in Appendix F.
The program ls a IBM 5080 version of PACE and the program can be used on any system
that provides PHIGS software.

Many systems such as the IBM PC RT, MicroVAX, Tektronix,

Megatek and the state·of—the·art workstation, IRIS, have versions of PHIGS to which PACE can
be transported to with little or no modification. PACE makes use of all the input devices of the
5080. Numerical and text input is allowed via the keyboard, menu choices and pick commands
using the tablet and cursor, continuous rotations and zooming input with the valuators (dials)
and pre·defined PACE commands using the function keyboard.
For analysis of unidirectional composites with cracks, the stiffness matrix of the singular
element is first generated using the singular element and material property parameters.

A

conventional displacement based finite element program (based on the program developed by
Reddy

°°)

is used to calculate the stiffness matrix for the remaining part of the structure. As the

stiffness matrix of the singular element has displacements as its nodal degrees of freedom, it
is superposed onto the global stiffness matrix. PACE is modular in nature with a large number
of subroutines; each subroutine performing a specific task. This makes the 'debugging' stage
more convenient, and allows for modilications and enhancements to be performed without
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much difliculty. The program PACE comprises of 62 subroutines and approximately 6000 lines
of source code.
At the end of each load step, the displacement vector generated by the finite element
solution is used define a different deformed geometry and each geometry is stored as a
graphics ’structure' in PHIGS. Each structure (each deformed mesh) is given a label (number)
and can be recalled at a later time to be plotted on the screen without any further processing.
Using these ’structures’, the total (step by step) deformation pattern ofthe specimen under investigation can be simulated at the end of the analysis.
Once the crack growth increment is obtained using the method(s) of Chapter 4, the mesh.
is redelined to account for the new crack length and the analysis continued until instability or
fracture of the structure. Appendix F presents a 'cook·book’ approach to using PACE, followed
by a section on input data requirements and formats.
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5.0

5.1

Results of Graphical Simulation

Introduction

The simulation program developed was used for the predlction of crack growth parameters in center cracked unidirectional composite materials. Experimental crack growth data for
center cracked AS4/3501-6 graphite epoxy under uniaxial tensile loading is available from Beuth
and Herakovich

“

for specimens with fiber angles of0 = 0°, 15°, 45° & 90°. Material properties

representative of the unidirectional AS4/3501-6 graphite/epoxy material system used in the
analysis are given in Table 7 (Appendix B).

The dimensions of the specimen are given in

Figure 31. The results obtained for the various cases analyzed are presented in this chapter.
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5.2 Calculation of the Critical Radius

The normal stress ratio (NSR) theory is used as a crack propagation criterion and, as
mentioned in Chapter 4, the NSR theory must be applied at a specific radial distance r, (critical
radius) from the crack tip. The value r, is a normalized value and represents the ratio of the
actual distance, r, to the semi·crack length, a ( ro =%). In order to apply the theory to predict
critical stresses, a value for r, must be found experimentally from a baseline test. Once a value
for r, is found, it is treated as a material constant. The value of r, and the other material pa-

rameters such as E,. , E„, Xr, etc. are representative of the material used in the experimental
study. The theory can then be applied to predict the direction of crack growth and crack initiation stresses.
It is noted that the assumption ofa critical radius for the crack propagation theory defines
a 'core region'. This region can be used to define the extent of the singularity effect in the analytical stress lield.
fraction, v,.

For composites, r, can be expected to be a function of the liber volume

A different liber volume fraction

v, will lead to different material and strength

properties of the material thereby changing the value of r,.
The value of r, used in this study for the graphite epoxy material system is calculated using the baseline test of Beuth and Herakovich

‘°.

Because all predictions are dependent on the

value of r, calculated from the baseline test, it is important to use a test for which the critical
stress is not ambiguous and which can be consistently determined. Thus, specimens experiencing no stable crack extension and consistent fracture stress values are desirable. The 90°

coupon was chosen for the baseline test to evaluate r, because :
1.

A crack along the liber direction resulted in self similar crack growth.

2.

No slow crack growth is observed, providing a clear determination of the critical radius, r,

3.

The test is normal stress dominated

4.

Tests results are consistent
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From the baseline tests

“

the average value ofthe crack initiation stress was 2.81 ksi. This

value was applied as the far-field loading and the finite element method used to calculate the

value of the normal stress ratio along the predicted direction of crack extension (¢>, = 0°).
Along this direction, the normal stress ratio equalled 1 at a value of r, = 0.033. An inünite domain elasticity solution for a center cracked homogeneous anisotropic plate
was used by
°°
‘•
Beuth and Herakovich to calculate r,. A value of r, = 0.0657 was obtained in their study. It is
noted that the finite element approach accounts for the finite size of the specimen. However,
both values of the critical radius are used for the various cases analyzed in this study and the
results obtained are compared. To distinguish between the two values of r, used in this study,
the value of 0.033 obtained using the finite element method is denoted as r, and the value of
0.0657 obtained from Ref. [48] is denoted as F, .

5.3

Notched 90° Coupon

A specimen with a crack initially perpendicular to the loading direction and with the übers at
90° to the Y·axis (Figure 31) was analyzed under an applied uniaxial tensile load. The finite element mesh used in the analysis is shown in Figure 32 and consists of 62 elements and 219
independent nodes. The mesh takes advantage of inversion symmetry (discussed in Chapter
3) and the dependent and independent nodes are shown in the ügure. The simulation procedure described in the previous chapter was used to track crack growth with the ünite element
mesh updated as the crack propagated.
This 90° coupon was the baseline test described in the previous section which was used

to determine the value of the critical radius, r, . A crack initiation stress, value, 6, of 2.81 ksi
was obtained using r, (value of 0.033), as expected. Using F,, a Gi value of 3.51 ksi was obtained.,

Table 2 compares the values of 6, obtained from the experiments and the various analytica!
methods for 0 = 90°, 45°&0° . The Iatter two über orientations are discussed in later sections.
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The analysis predicted crack extension along the übers, similar to that obtained in the
experiments. lt is noted that for the graphite epoxy system studied, the axial strength in the über
direction (the 1- direction) ls very much larger than the transverse strength in the matrix direction (the 2- direction) (Appendix B). Also, the ratio ofthe moduli,

ä

is large, with the result that

the übers carry a large portion of the applied load. This über dominated behavior results in the
crack growth direction to be parallel to the the übers.
At the end of the ürst step of propagation during the analysis, the stabllity criterlon used
(maintaining the same loading for an incremental extension in crack length) predicted unstable
crack growth. This was similar to that observed in the experiments.

5.4

Notched 45° Coupon

A 45° speclmen with an initial crack perpendicular to the loading direction (Figure 31) was
analyzed. The same ünite element mesh used for the 90° coupon is used for this case as
changing the über angle requires the alteration of only one card in the input data üle. A far-üeld
load of 1 ksi (unit load) was applied for the ürst load step in the propagation analysis. As described in the previous chapter, this step was used to predict the crack initiation load, 6,, as
both, the analysis and the normal stress ratio theory are linear.

As expected, the results in

Table 2 indicate that that the crack initiation stress depends on the value chosen for the critical
radius. Considering r, as the critical radius, the value of 6, calculated was 3.65 ksi as compared
to 4.12 ksi observed in the experiments. Using Q, a crack initiation stress of 4.71 ksi was obtained from the ünite element analysis. It is interesting to note that the two values of 6, obtained
from the ünite element analysis bracket the experimental value by approximately the same

percentage. Both values are a signiücant improvement over the inünite plate elasticity solution,
which predicts a value for 6, of 5.02 ksi. As the value of the critical radius increases (going away
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Table 2.

Crack Initiation Stress
CRACK INITIATION STRESSES (ksi)

Fiber
Angle
0

Experiment
Ref.[48]

F.E.M.
(r,)

F.E.M.
(F,)

Elasticity
Ref.[48]

90°

2.81

2.81 (0 °/6)

3.51 (25 %)

2.81 (0 %)

45°

4.12

3.65 (-11 %)

4.71 (14 %)

5.02 (22 %)

0°

38.2

44.16 (16 %)

62.4 (63 %)

20.90 (-45 %)

from the crack tip), the calculated stresses are lower, resulting ln a lower value of the NSR,
which in turn leads to a higher value of 6, (as 6, is proportional to 1/NSR ).
As the crack was allowed to propagate by an increment, the load level of 6, resulted in a
value of the NSR to be greater than unity for the new, lncremented crack length, thus predicting
unstable crack growth.

Unstable crack growth was also observed in experiments. As crack

growth ls unstable, the crack initiation stress of 3.65 ksi is also considered as the failure stress,
6,. The crack growth direction predicted was parallel to the libers, as expected.

5.5

Notched 15° Coupon

Experiments were conducted on the 15° specimen with several different geometries.
Specimen aspect ratlos (length/width) of 1,4 and 8 were tested with two different crack orien-

tations“ . The crack angles analyzed were : (i) crack perpendicular to the loading direction
(along the X axis), and (il) a crack perpendicular to the liber direction (105° to the loading axis
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or — 15° to the positive X axis), as shown in (Figure 33). The same geometries were analyzed
in this study and the crack growth parameters predicted.
The direction of crack propagation predicted was along the libers for all the cases anaIyzed, as observed in the experiments.

The initiation stress values obtained by the various

methods for this case are shown in Table 3. The values shown in the table are for a specimen
aspect ratio of 4. The effect of changing the specimen aspect ratio on the initiation stresses is
described in a later section.
From the table it is seen that the linite element prediction for 6, for the 90° crack is closer
to the experimental value than the intinite plate result. However, the opposite is true for the
crack perpendicular to the libers.

lt was observed in the experiments

“

that the specimens

having 90° center notches have higher crack initiation stresses than specimens of the same
aspect ratio having 105° notches. A similar behavior was obtained in the linite element study,
but not to the same degree.

5.6

Notched 0° Coupon

A 0° specimen with an initial crack perpendicular to the loading direction (Figure 31) was
analyzed. The same linite element mesh used in the analysis of the 90° coupon was used for
this case.

Using an initial unit loading for the tinite element analysis, the crack initiation

stresses predicted were 44.16 ksi (for r,) and 62.40 ksi (for F,). The experimental value was 38.20
ksi (Table 2). lt is seen that there is reasonable agreement between the experimental and numerical values for 6, using a critical radius of 0.033 (obtained using the linite element method).
Choosing the critical radius equal to F, resulted in poor agreement. lt is interesting that the tinite element and not the elasticity results using F, differed from the experimental values by the

same percentage with the linite element result being higher and the elasticity results being
lower than the experimental value.
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Table 3.

Crack Initiation Stress for 0 = 15 °
CRACK INITIATION STRESSES (ksi)

Crack
Angle

Experiment
Ref.[48]

F.E.M.
( r,)

F.E.M.
(E,)

Elasticity
Ref.[48]

90°

8.91

10.2 (14 °/8)

14.87 (67 %)

7.17 (-20 %)

105°

6.76

9.8 (45 %)

11.3 (67 %)

6.64 (-2 %)

lncremental crack growth resulted in stable crack extension (as observed in the experiments).

Also, the

’H’

shaped extension observed from the crack tip during the experiments

(Figure 34) was reproduced using the simulation algorithm. This was because the value ofthe
maximum normal stress ratio was identical at cß =90° and 270° (Figure 34) thus forming the
H-shaped crack and then propagating along the übers until failure. The failure stress could not
be predicted for this specimen under stable crack growth. The propagation analysis would require that the crack extend until the top and bottom edges of the specimen at failure. The
method to update the linite element mesh used would break down for this extreme case and
thus the failure stress cannot be evaluated.
_

Figures 36a to 36c are photographs showing the deformed mesh during various stages of
propagation for this case. The deformation is scaled to accommodate the full specimen on the
screen of the IBM 5080 workstation. The crack opening and the mesh advancement which accounts for the growing crack can be clearly seen from the photographs.
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5.7

Variation of Crack Initiation Stress

From the experimental results it was notlced that über angles of 9 =45°, 90° resulted in
unstable crack growth. On the other hand, a über angle of 0 = 0° showed stable crack growth.
Crack growth for the 15° case was sporadlc and occurred ln jumps and could be considered as
quasi-stable. This may indicate that there ls a ’transition’ über angle at which the crack growth
becomes unstable. To explore the possibility of such an effect, a parametric study was conducted by changing the über angle from 15° to 45° in steps of 5°.
Crack growth slmulations were performed, but the analyses did not generate any conclusive results regarding a transition stage. However, the values of the crack initiation stresses
predicted for the various cases analyzed show a common trend (Figure 36). As the über angle
is increased, the predicted crack initiation stresses become lower. They range from a high of
44.16 ksi for the 0° case to a low of 2.81 ksi for the 90° case. Experimental data is not readily
available for notched specimens of all the über angles of the speclüc graphite epoxy analyzed
in this analytical study.

However, it is encouraging that the results follow the trend of exper-

imental results for ’so caIled’ unnotched specimens. The ability of the NSR theory to predict
initiation stresses for the uniaxial tests can be further tested by conducting experiments for
specimens with über angles from 0 = 20° to 40° in steps of 5° (malntainlng all dimensions the
same as used ln Ref. [48] ). The results obtained could then be compared to the values predicted analytically to further validate the normal stress ratio theory.

Effect of Specimen Aspect Ratio
The

effect

of

specimen

aspect

ratio

was

lnvestigated.

For

über

angles

of

9 =0°, 45° & 90°, aspect ratlos of 2.5, 5 and 10 were analyzed. There ls little variation in the
value of 6, for the various aspect ratlos as seen in Table 4.
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Table 4.

Crack Initiation Stress vs Aspect Ratio
EFFECT OF ASPECT RATIO

Fitger Angle

2L/2W = 2.5

2L/2W=5.0

2L/2W=10.0

90°

2.81

2.57

45°

3.6

3.44

0°

44.16

43.5

5.8 Discussion

All the cases analyzed predicted crack growth along the übers, as expected.

There is

relatively good correlation between the experimental and predicted values of the initiation
stress. This gives conüdence in (i) the normal stress ratio (NSR) criterion for predicting the direction of crack propagation, (ii) the NSR criterion for predicting the crack initiation stress.
It is noted that the specimens used in the experimental study had cracks that were actually
slots with semi~circuIar ends

“.

This type of 'crack’ mathematically does not produce the in-

verse square root singularity in the stress üelds. ln contrast, the singular element developed for
this study includes the singular behavior by treating the flaw as a sharp crack. The difference
observed between the experimental and predicted values may be attributed to this.
All the predictions of crack extension direction and crack path stability performed in this
chapter were based on evaluating the stresses at a particular distance from the crack tip, r,.
lt is known that the prediction of crack extension direction is relatively independent of the distance, r,, using the normal stress ratio theory

“,

in contrast the value of r, is crucial to the ac-

curate determination of the initiation stress. The value ofthe initiation stress, 6, predicted using
a critical radius r„=0.033 (obtained using the ünite element method) used in this study was
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_

found to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental values. The correlation between
the experiments and analytical results supports the basis of choosing the 9 = 90° test as the
baseline test. The value of the critical radius , F, =0.065 obtained by neglecting the tinite size
effects of the specimen (Ref. [48]) predicted higher values for the crack initiation stress, 6,
The value chosen for the increment of crack length, (Aa), at every load step in the propagation analysis is an assumed value. There is a need for a verified criterion on which crack
extension sizes can be calculated. Aa values are available as functions of stress intensity factors for isotropic materials

but is impractical to generate such data for composite materials,

as mentioned in the introduction to Chapter 4. ln this study, the value of Aa was taken to be r,
itself. Choosing a different value for Aa will result in a different crack geometry to be analyzed
(using the method to account for kinked cracks, Chapter 4) during the propagation analysis.
However, the values of crack initiation stress are independent of Aa as 6, is calculated at the
first step of the analysis.
The propagation portion of this research effort is the first attempt at crack growth simulation in composites and it is realized that there is a need for appropriate, physically backed
criteria to characterize stability of crack growth in composites. Crack initiation and growth in
composites is a complex process and possibly intractable in general Iaminates but a
macroscopic approach to obtain the increment in crack length Aa and predict stability of crack
growth accurately needs to be formulated for the development of useful simulation algorithms.
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6.0

Conclusions

This research effort consisted of two main parts :

(i) the formulation and application of

an anisotropic singular element (ASE) for analyzing homogeneous anisotropic materials with
cracks and, (ii) graphical simulation of crack growth in unidirectional composites.

The main

conclusions that can be drawn from this study are :

•

The anisotropic singular element (ASE) developed in Chapter 2 and validated in Chapter 3
was found to be both accurate and economical for the study of cracked homogeneous
anisotropic materials. The element can be applied to analyze cracked anisotropic materi·
als with arbitrary oriented cracks.

•

The number of terms in the stress expansion, the size of the element and the number of
nodes on the singular element can be varied, depending on the degree of accuracy required and the method of discretization of the adjacent domain. There is a large reduction
in the number of elements (and nodes) employed when the ASE is used leading to :

(i)

easier mesh generation, (ii) a signllicant reduction in the bandwidth of the global stiffness
matrix, and (iii) faster computing times.
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•

The stress distrlbutions obtained using the ASE compare well with those obtained employing quarter point elements. Stress intensity factor calculations (SIF) are direct and involve no complex post processing. The SlFs obtained using the ASE are in good agreement
with those obtained using other methods such as the boundary integral method.

•

The superposition method adopted for separating the far lield stress components is simple
and accurate, avoiding the need of generating new meshes for different crack angles.

•

lnversion symmetry used along with the singular element developed reduced the number
of degrees of freedom of the problem and was found to give accurate results.

•

Application of the normal stress ratio theory within a macroscopic-level sharp crack analysis shows potential for analyzing cracks in unidirectional composites. As noted in previous works. the

direction of crack propagatlon predicted using the normal stress ratio

theory is in excellent agreement with the experimentally observed values.
•

The crack initiation stress predicted using the normal stress ratio theory were in reasonable agreement with the experimental values. The extension of the NSR theory to predict
initiation stresses has provided a significant test of its validity. This also gives contidence
in the choice of the baseline test used to evaluate r,.

•

PHIGS is found to be a llexible programming interface for integrating graphics with the finite
element program.

This ls the first attempt at graphical simulation of crack growth in composites and the
simulation methods and remeshing algorithm presented provides a method to track crack
growth in unidirectional composites. The major emphasis of the second stage of this study was
to integrate interactive computer graphics with singular tinite elements to demonstrate and take
advantage of the power and tiexibility of computer based analysis to aid the design process.
Future analytical efforts should include the use of the normal stresses ratio theory for charac-
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terizing the parameters of crack growth in a simulation algorithm such as presented in

this

study. Appendix E presents possible areas of extending the current research effort.
The features unique to this research effort are :
•
•
•
•
•

development and application of the anisotropic singular element (ASE)
extension of the normal stress ratio (NSR) theory for stability analysis
use of the latest industry ANSI (and ISO) graphics standard, PHIGS, for crack growth simulation
the propagation (remeshing) algorithm presented
Integration of all the above with inversion symmetry and load superposition methods.
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Appendix A. Terms of the Compliance Matrix

This appendix presents the individual members of the compliance matrix used in equation
(2.2). The strain - stress equation is :

{c} = [A]{a}

The elements a„ of the symmetric matrix, A are :
a11 = 811 cos"'9 + (2812 + 866) sin26 cos20 + 822 sin48
812 = S12( sin°0 + CO$40) + (S11 + S22

sin29 CO$28

a22 = 811 sin°0 + (ZS12 + 866) sin20 cos20 + 822 cos49
$66) sin 0 cos30 • (2S22 • ZS12 ** $66) sin30 COS Ü

816

'•
826 = (2S11 * ZS12 * $66) COS 0 singt? * (2S22 * 2S12
$66) cosgß Siri 9

666 = 2(2s11

— 2822

- 4$12 - $66) amis 66626 + s66( sm"0 + cos‘0)
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where

1
5 11 =—

E1

_

V12
"21
5 12 =-—=-l
E1
E2

_

1
522 =——

_

E2

1
566 =———

G12

and 8 and the directions 1,2 are defined in Figure 37.
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Table 5.

Properties of GrIEp used for comparison of stress components with Quarter Point Elements

ELASTIC PROPERTIES

E, = 149.0 GPa (21.6 msi)
E, = 13.5 GPa (1.96 msi)
Gu = 5.72 GPa (0.830 msi)

vu = O.28U
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Table 6.

Properties of GrlEp used for comparison of finite width correction factors, Y

ELASTIC PROPERTIES
( from Refs. [30,64,65])

E, = 144.795 GPa (21.0 msi)
E,= 11.722 GPa (1.70 msi)
G,,= 9.653 GPa (1.40 msi)
vu = 0.21Ü

Table 7.

Properties used for graphite epoxy in crack propagation studies

ELASTIC PROPERTIES
(from Ref. [48])

E, = 126.178 GPa (18.3 msi)
E,= 9.998 GPa (1.45 msi)
G„= 5.613 GPa (0.814 msi)
v,2=O.3O5

STRENGTH PROPERTIES
l
X,= 1.448 GPa (210.0 ksi)
Y,= 53.4 MPa (7.75 ksi)

S = 99.3 MPa (14.4 ksi)
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Appendix C. Stress intensity Factors

Stress intensity factors can be derived directly for the various cases using the stress expansions of Chapter 2. Section 3.2 detailed the derivation of the Mode I stress intensity factor
(SIF) for equal real parts of the roots of the characteristic equation (eqn. (2.8)). This was defined
as Case (i). Case (ii) is when unequal real parts of equation (2.8) are obtained. This Appendix
presents the derivation for :
_

1.

K,, for Case (i)

2.

K, for Case (ii)

3.

K,, for Case (ii)
As the stress intensity factor is the ’strength' of the singular (the first) term in the stress

expansions, the following values are common to all the cases described below :

.._l.
2,

(D-

..l

C-2,

-l

$-2,

w- «>...l.

01

=

-

C. Stress intensity Factor:
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1. K,, for Case Qi)

By definition, the mode ll stress intensity factor K,, is :

K,, = lirg „/21:r 1-,0,] (#,0

(C.2)

Substituting for the first term of the stress expansion, for r,,yI#„,,, (eqn. 2.23) yields :

=„y|.„=¤ = — 2 C6

„/F

ß

v) + 62,lß — 6)]

(C-3)

Substituting (C.3) into (C.2) :

»<„ = — J2«=

<—
% Eb.,

+ Y) + ¤2,<ß — 6>J

<c.·•>

where ß and 6 are the imaginary parts and rz and y are the real parts of the roots of the characteristic equation (eqn. 2.8). The terms b,, and bz, are the values ofthe constants in the stress
function obtained by substituting the displacements 6 from the finite element solution into
equation (2.*33).

2. K, for Case (ii)

By definition, the mode I stress intensity factor K, is :

Substituting for the ürst term of the stress expansion, for 6,I#,„, (eqn. 2.25) yields :

—L[a +lb]
cl
y ¢=o — \/F1;
2 1)

(cs
)
-

Substituting (C.6) into (C.5) :
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l<,= ./23 [3,, +%:3,,]

(c.?)

where the terms a,] and b„ are the values of the constants in the stress function obtained by
substituting the displacements Q from the tinite element solution into equation (2.35).

3. Ku for Case (ii)

By definition, the mode ll stress intensity factor K,, is :

K„Substituting
for theürst term of the stress expansion, for 1-„I,„„, (eqn. 2.25) yields :

Txy|¢=0= ”

2—
6
6 — 62
[a1)(¢‘ß+%) + %b1;(7‘Ö+%)]

_

Substituting (C.9) into (C.8) :

K„=—

„—

(G9)

ß“

- ß6

3

ßö — 6"

21twhere
ß and 6 are the lmaginary parts and tz and y are the real parts of the roots of the characteristic equation (eqn. 2.8). The terms a„ and bv are the values of the constants in the stress
function obtained by substituting the displacements Q from the linite element solution into
equation (2.35).
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Appendix D. Simulation Based on Classical Methods

D.1

Introduction

Chapter 4 presented a method based on the normal stress ratio theory to predict crack
growth direction and crack Initiation stresses. Classical fracture mechanics based approaches
were also used in this study to predict stability of crack propagation. They are described in this
appendix. The methods used are :
•
•

Method 1: Based on Strain Energy Release Rates (GC approach)
Method 2: Based on Stress lntensity Factors (Fracture Toughness, KC approach)

These methods were incorporated into the program (PACE) and as the analysis was performed,
crack propagation parameters obtained from all three (the NSR theory and Methods 1,2 above)
were updated. The methods were used only to predict onset on unstable crack propagation and
the NSR theory was used to predict the direction of crack propagation.
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D.2

Method 1 : Based on Strain Energy Release Rates

As described in the method of Chapter 4, a step-by-step procedure is adopted. Steps are not
repeated if they are similar to that of Chapter 4 (using the NSR theory).

STEP 1 : Same as Step 1 of the method in Chapter 4 where the initial cracked plate geometry
subjected to the given boundary conditions is analyzed for the crack tip displacement and stress
fields using the singular element developed.

STEP 2 : The direction of crack propagation is predicted using the NSR theory as described
previously. For the graphite·epoxy material system analyzed (Chapter 5) in this study, the experiments of Beuth and Herakovich

‘°

indicate that after the first increment of crack growth in

a non-self similar manner, the crack grows for the remainder of its trajectory along the tiber
direction until failure. This implies that after the first increment, the crack growth is self-similar.
This type of behavior simplifies the analysis a great deal. The only assumption is that an arbitrary small Aa be specified at the end of Step 1 in the predicted direction of propagation.

Calculation of G
For the propagation analysis, the stress intensity factors, K, and K,, are calculated directly using
the results of the singular element, as described in Chapter 3. Using the relation given
below '°,

E11 ·.
·,
1
E11
·.
[(7;;)/—v«2+@]”
G1=l<f [;E11E22]/

When the total strain energy release rate equals Gm , unstable crack growth occurs.

(D-1)
This

method is only applicable for cases when the crack is along the libers as crack growth is then
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self similar. The calculation of GC for the material analyzed is given in a later section of this
appendix.

D.3

Method 2 : Based on Fracture Toughness

This method is very similar to the method described above with the only difference that
fracture toughness instead of the critical strain release rate is used as a criterion for instability.
For an initial central horizontal crack, calculation of the critical stress intensity factor K,C
for the ürst propagation step is performed using a method similar to that of the NSR theory. As
K,C is related directly to stress, a second order tensor transformation is used

to obtain the

critical intensity factor along any direction :

K,C = Kß coszß + kfä sinzß

(4.4)

where KPC and K}? are derived as shown in Figure 4.
As the propagation continues, the crack grows along the über direction (from the test results of the graphite epoxy system analyzed) and a KC can be deüned, similar to that used for
deüning GC. This value of KC is then used as a criterion for predicting the onset of instability.
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_

D.4

Calculation of Fracture Toughness & Strain Energy

Release Rate

Calculation of the critical strain energy release rate GC and fracture toughness (critical
stress intensity factor) KC can be performed using the values obtained from the baseline test
(described in Chapter 5).

For the graphite-epoxy material system analyzed, the required

quantities are obtained from the test results of Beuth & Herakovich

‘°.

For the 90° center

cracked coupon under tensile loading,

where 6, is the experimentally obtained failure stress. The critical strain energy release rate
can then be calcuIated’° :

1

•.

E

el

22

1,

E

12

Two values for fracture toughness are tabulated below. KPC is the fracture toughness for
a specimen with a central horizontal crack, with the übers at 8=0° . Ki}? is the fracture
toughness for a specimen with a central horizontal crack, with the übers at 9 = 90° . These two
values are required for the criterion based on fracture toughness described in Chapter 4
(Method 3).
Crack growth simulations were performed on the material system analyzed (Chapter 5) for
different über angles and crack path stability predicted.

The predictions of stability of crack

growth using the two methods described in this appendix were not found to be consistent with

the experimental results. No deünite conclusions regarding the prediction of onset of unstable
crack growth based on the these methods are drawn at the present time.
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Table 8.

Propertles for GrlEp

Quantity

Value

Kg

32.957 ksi „/ET

Kg·

1.575

ks:Appendlx
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Appendix E. Recommendations

E.1

Element Formulations

Solutions using a complex variable approach and stress function expansions are available
in the literature 3*

*‘

*2 for the case of a general two wedge problem shown in Figure 38. Both

Iayers are assumed to be homogeneous and anisotropic and the formulation assumes generalized plane strain conditions.
Wang 3*, Delale

*‘,

and Ting *2 have studied different forms of the two wedge formulation

for cases shown in Figure 39. Changing the angles a & ¢> results in different geometries. The
same approach used for developing the ASE can be used to generate special elements for the
cases shown in Figure 39. The asymptotic expressions for the stress and displacement fields
presented in the references can be used for the formulation. The stiffness matrix generated can
then be introduced into any displacement based finite element program. Figure 39a shows two
bonded Iayers with a stress free—edge which can be used to study edge effects or boundary
layer effects in laminates.

This case is obtained by setting a=¢ =90°.

The case of a ply

drop-off (cz = 90°, ¢> =180°) is shown in Figure 39b. A wedge bonded to a half-plane is shown
in Figure 39c. qb is set to 180° and the angle of the wedge, cz can be varied for this case.
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special element for a crack along the interlace (tx = ¢ =180°) can be generated (Figure 39d).
Stress expansions for a crack perpendicular to the interface of two anisotropic materials has
been obtained by Ting

“

(Figure 39e) and a singular element can be generated using the least

squares method.

E.2

Crack Growth Predictions

Interactive computer graphics combined with the tlexibility and power of the finite element
method provides the analyst with a powerful and attractive technique. Graphical simulation of
crack growth can be a useful tool to aid in the characterization process of materials with llaws.
Expensive experiments needed to analyze materials with cracks can be reduced by conducting
a parallel analytical-experimental study, making use of simulation programs. To achieve this
and to obtain meaningful results from the analysis, experimentally proven theories which can
account for crack path stability in composite materials need to be developed, as mentioned in
Chapter 6. Also, future efforts should include a model to predict crack initiation stresses. These
theories can then be incorporated into PACE.
The program PACE is written using an international graphics standard (PHIGS) and
FORTRAN 77 and can be modified or extended easily. It provides the foundation for graphics
and linite element procedures upon which other special purpose programs can be built up. The
program is general and can be integrated with general purpose finite element codes to simulate
deformation patterns of beams in buckling or bending, vibrations of plates, etc.

No modifica-

tions to the graphics portion is necessary to perform this. lnterfacing the graphics portion with

specialized finite element (or boundary element) schemes is straightforward as the graphics
part requires only the nodal ccordinates and element connectivity.

C
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Appendix F. Programmers Guide to PACE 1.1

F.1

Introduction

I
PACE (Propagation using an Anisotropic Cracked Element) is a two dimensional Iinite element program capable of analyzing cracked (and uncracked) anisotropic (and isotropic)
structures.

Chapter 4 presented a description of the program and its capabilities.

This ap-

pendix presents a complete ’programmers manuaI’ and ’user’s guide' to PACE 1.1.

PACE is

menu driven at run time and is implemented at Virginia Tech on the IBM 5080 workstation attached to a IBM 4341 CPU serving as the host computer.

F.2

Capabilities of PACE

The program can be implemented on any system that has PHIGS software. The IBM PC
RT, MicroVAX, Tektronix, Megatek are some of the popular systems that have implemented
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versions of the PHIGS standard.

6

The following is a list of the highlights and capabilities of

PACE:
•
2-D displacement based code
•
displacement and tractlon boundary conditions
•
library of 2 different elements
•
simulation of crack growth
•
instability prediction during crack growth
•
inversion symmetry
•
output at nodes/gauss points
•
output of displacements, stresses, strains, and strain energies
•
calculation of stress intensity factors
•
continuous zooming and rotations of undeformed and deformed meshes
•
display of undeformed and deformed meshes at any load step
•
simulation of the total deformation pattern of the structure
•
choice of user defined load steps
•
warm restart option (to continue analysis at a later time by saving all current parameters)
•
plots of various parameters in a window on the screen
•
generation of ’unlversal’ files to interface output data with IBM/CAEDS to plot stress and
displacement contours, shaded images, etc.
A description of the implementation and overall structure of the program is given next,
followed by the method on how to use the program. The user input data formats and requirements are given as the last section to this Appendix.

F.3 Program Structure

The program is modular in structure with approximately 6000 lines of source code. The

program is divided into 62 subroutines, each subroutine performing a specific task. This makes
debugging and modifications easier. The ASE developed (Chapter 2) is incorporated into a
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(

conventional displacement based program and integrated with graphics.

Figure 40 gives the

flow chart of the program. This flow chart should be consulted before any modifications to the
program are attempted as it gives an overall view of the sequence of events in the program.
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F.4

Using PACE

The user first logs onto the IBM 5080 workstation which allows the user to toggle back and
forth between the graphics and text screens on the 5080.

To start PACE, the user types in

’PACE' in the text screen and toggles to the graphics screen to access the program. All further
text input and presentation of results are done in the graphics mode entirely to avoid switching
between the text and graphics modes. After the title is displayed on the screen (Figure 41) the
user is presented with the PACE screen display format showing the menu choices, tinite element mesh, plottlng window, lamina window and the diagnostics window (Figure 42).
The menu choices are :

1.

PROPAGATE BY 3 STEPS

2.

PROPAGATE BY USER DEFINED LOAD STEPS

3.

DEFORMED MESH DISPLAY

4.

ROTATION OF LAMINA ABOUT X,Y OR Z AXIS

5.

ZOOM INTO REGIONS OF THE MESH

6.

EXIT THE PROGRAM

_

The user makes a selection by moving the cursor to the particular choice and the choice
is input by depressing a button on the cursor pad. Each of the menu actions is described.

Choice 1 : The user can choose to propagate the crack automatically by three load steps at a

time before control is returned to him/her. The propagation method and tinite element method
adopted is described in Chapters 2-4. At the end of each load step, a plot ofthe deformed mesh
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is updated on the screen in the main display area. The diagnostics window and the plot ofthe
normal stress ratio (NSR) w.r.t the propagation step number are also updated. The diagnostics
window keeps track of the current crack length, current crack angle from the horizontal (X-axis),
and the far üeld loading applied. The plot of the NSR vs the propagation step is an indication
of the stability of crack growth using the NSR theory. Onset of instability using the strain energy
release rate method and the fracture toughness approach is indicated by flashing the message
on the screen as there in no need of plotting the parameters involved. At the same time, all the
important parameters, such as the displacements, stresses, strains, values of the NSR, K,, G,
etc. are written in output files for further review by the user.

Choice 2 : The user also has the option of a liner control over the propagation process. This
choice allows the user to input the number of propagation steps to be performed for that menu
choice. The user is requested for the number of propagation steps needed and the program
calculates the crack growth parameters and plots the deformed meshes as the loading
progresses. This freedom allows the user to increment the load one step at a time when the
specimen is about to fail or when onset of instability is predicted.

Choice 3 : Plots of deformed meshes as the loading increases are updated on the screen. This
menu choice allows the user to review the displacement at a particular propagation step or to
simulate the deformation pattern from propagation step P1 to any propagation step P2 (P2> P1).
lt is noted that the linite element solution should have already been completed for the propagation step(s) requested so that the displacement vectors are available.
made, the user is prompted by the following message :

mation pattern ? (Y/N)

’.

If the response is

’Y’,

’Do

Once this choice is

you want to simulate the defor-

then the user is requested for the initial and final

propagation step numbers and the deformed pattern is drawn on the screen one step at a time
and the user can pause between the load steps by depressing any key on the function keypad
(choice device). Ifthe response is

’N’

to the simulation question, then the user is asked to input

the propagation step number for which the deformed geometry is required to be drawn.
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Cholce 4 : Continuous rotations about the X,Y and Z axes is possible using the three valuators
(dials). Dials # 1,2,3 are for rotations about the X,Y and Z axes respectively. This is provided
mainly as a feature for future versions where it is expected that three-dimensional linite element
meshes will be used to analyze different phenomenon.

Choice 5 : Valuator #4 is used for continuous zooming within the fine element mesh to look at
regions of high mesh density. All the user has to do is rotate the dial to the degree of zoom
required.

Choice 6 : This menu selection exits the program and returns control to the operating system
environment (VM/CMS).

The total CPU time, total number of menu plcks, total number of

propagation plcks and steps are all calculated, updated and written onto the main output file for
further review by the user. The program at this time, also allows the userto restart the analysis
at a later time (warm start) by saving all the current mesh parametersland crack growth data
in a sequential file. This file is accessed ifa warm start is requested.
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F.5

PACE Input Data File

A description of each input statement required by PACE is given in this section.

The

statements described are given in the order to be followed in the input tile.
NOTE : The input is FORMAT FREE and no statement can be skipped.
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Job Title Statements (2 cards)

Variable Name

Description

ITIT1

TitIe1

ITIT2

Title2

Two titles should be used to describe and document the case being run. They will be printed
by PACE at the top of all the output files.

Fiber Angle and Propagation Step Number (1 card)

Variable Name

Description

THETA

Fiber angle, 9
(measured cw from the positive Y-axis)

ISTEP
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Materlal & Crack Properties (1 card)

Variable Name

Description

PROP(1)

Modulus along über direction, E„

PROP(2)

Modulus perpendicular to über, E2,

PROP(3)

Poisson’s ratio, v,,

PROP(4)

Shear modulus, G,,

PROP(5)

Thickness of plate (Lamina), t

PROP(6)

Fiber angle, 6
(measured cw from the positive Y-axis)

PROP(7)

lnput echo print control
(1 : echo input, 0 : no echo)

Strength Properties (1 card)

Variable Name

Description

XT

Strength along über (tensile), X,

XC

Strength along über (compressive), X2

YT

Strength perpendicular to über (tensile), Y,

YC

Strength perpendicular to über (compressive), Y2

SHEAR

Shear Strength, S
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Slngular Element (ASE) Data (1 card)

Variable Name

Description

NUMNOD

No. of nodes on singular element

NUMTRM

No. of terms to be taken in stress expansion

RADS

Radius of Singular Element, r,

IELT

Geometry of ASE
(1 : semi—circular 2: circular)

Loadlng Data (1 card)

Variable Name

Description

SIGBXY(1)

Far-lield 6,,

SlGBXY(2)

Far-iield aw

SIGBXY(3)

Far·lield 1-,y

FRCTH1

Mode I fracture toughness, K,„

FRCTH2

Mode II fracture toughness, K,,c

GCRIC1

Mode l critical strain energy release rate, G,c

GCRIC2

Mode ll critical strain energy release rate, G,„,
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Specimen Geometry Data (1 card)

Variable Name

Description

ALAMW

Width of plate (Iamina)

ALAML

Length of plate (lamina)

AINITL(1)

Initial loading factor, 5,,

AINlTL(2)

Initial loading factor, Ev

AlNlTL(3)

Initial loading factor, iv

’

Crack Propagation Data (ISTEP + 1 cards)

Variable Name

Description

CRKANG(I)

Crack angle at load step I

CRKLEN(I)

Crack length at load step I

PROPFC(I)

Propagation Factor at load step I
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ASE Nodal Coordlnate Data (NUMNOD cards)

Variable Name

Description

RADl(N)

Radius of node N (measured from crack tip)

APHl(N)

Angular position of node N (in degrees)

These are the coordinate locations of each node of the singular element specified on separate
cards. The node numbering scheme is shown in Figure 43.

Finite Element Mesh Parameters (1 card)

Variable Name

Description

NEM

Total no. of elements in mesh

NNM

Total no. of nodes in mesh

NSDF

No. of displacement b.c.’s

IFORBC

No. of force b.c’s

ISNFLG

Flag for singular element
(0 : No singular element)
(1 : Singular element present)
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Scale Factors (1 card)

Variable Name

Description

SCALX

Scale factor to be used for the X direction

SCALY

Scale factor to be used for the Y direction

Connectivity Data (NEM cards)

Variable Name

Description

ELEMN

Element number

NOD(N,1)

Node #1 of Element N

NOD(N,2)

Node #2 of Element N

NOD(N,3)

Node #3 of Element N

NOD(N,4)

Node #4 of Element N
—

NOD(N,5)

Node #5 of Element N

NOD(N,6)

Node #6 of Element N

NOD(N,7)

Node #7 of Element N

NOD(N,8)

Node #8 of Element N

|ELFLG(N)

Type of Element
(0 : has no dependent nodes)
(1 : has dependent nodes)

The connectivity of each element is specified on these cards. The node numbering scheme is
shown in Figure 44. The flag for element type indicates inversion symmetry problems. For
structures with no inversion symmetry, no element will have dependent nodes.
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Nodal Coordlnate Data (NNM cards)

Variable Name

Description

NODN

Node number

X(N)

X-coordinate of node N

Y(N)

Y·coordinate of node N

INDFLG(N)

Flag for node type
(0 : independent -1 : dependent)

NDBDRY(N)

Flag for boundary node
(0 : interior node 1: boundary node)

The flags for node type refer to inversion symmetry problems. lf inversion symmetry is not
exploited, all nodes will be independent. The boundary (or interior) node flag is required for
the remeshing procedure as the crack propagates.

Element Force Data (IFORBC cards)
[
·

Variable Name

Description

ELEMN

Element number

IDFN

Direction (d.o.f.) of specified force
(Examples :)
(3 : force along X dirn. at node 2 of element
(6 : force along Y dirn. at node 3 of element)

FORCE

Value of specified force

‘

Propagation Data (1 card)

Variable Name

Description

NUMPTS

No. of points at which to evaluate propagation data

RADlUS

Radius ro at which to evaluate

propagation data
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Flgure 43.

Node Numberlng Schema lor the Slngular Element (ASE)
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Example Data File

F.6

An example problem is given next. The mesh shown in Figure 45 is used.

Figure 45

shows the singular element geometry and the total mesh of the structure. Inversion symmetry
is exploited and the fiags for the dependent nodes and elements are also given in the sample
data file. A far field loading of 1 ksi (1000 psi) is applied along the Y direction. The mesh consists of 16 elements, 69 independent nodes and the singular element with 17 nodes along its
boundary.

Note that a ’double node’ numbering scheme ls adopted along the crack faces to

account for the physical presence of the crack. A sample data file listing is given below :

FILE PACEX DATA

·

Example file for PACE, Inversion symmetry used. 17 Noded ASE, Mar. 1988.
Flber=90.0, Plate= 3.0' x G.0', Crack=1.0", Racl1us=0.5

90.0.0
21.6E+06,1.96E+06,0.28,0.83E+06,1.0,1
282.0E+03,-282.0E+03,10.0E+03,-10.0E+03,14.2E+03
17,1,0.5,2
0.0,1000.0,0.0,32.957E + 3,1.57E + 3,1 .3E-6,0.55-6
3.0,6.0,1.0,2.0,1.0

0.0,0.1,1.0
0.5.0.0
0.5.22.5
0.5.45.0
0.5.67.5
0.5.90.0
0.5,112.5
0.5,135.0
0.5.157.5
0.5,180.0
0.5.180.0
0.5,202.5
0.5.225.0
0.5,247.5
0.5,270.0
0.5,292.5
0.5.315.0
0.5,337.5
16,69,0,60,1

1.0,1.0
1127413183019 2 0
2 34139 5194020 4 0
3 53937 72038216 0
4 73735 9213422 8 0
51036371223342411-1
61237451424442513-1
71445471625462615 0
8164727126321817 0
92747492932483328 0
10 27 29 43 4128 3142 30 0
11 57 37 39 59 50 38 5158 0
12

59

39

41615140

52

60

0
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13
14
15
16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

61 41 43 63 52 42 53 62 0
37 57 65 45 50 64 54 33 -1
45 65 67 47 54 66 55 46 0
47 67 69 49 55 68 56 48 0
0.1500000 + 01 0.0000000 + 00 0 0
0.1461940+01 0.1913420+00 0 0
0.1353550 +01 0.3535530+00 0 0
0.1191340+01 0.4619400+00 0 0
0.1000000 + 01 0.5000000 + 00 0 0
0.8086580+00 0.4619400+00 0 0
0.6464470 + 00 0.3535540 + 00 0 0
0.5380600 +00 0.1913420+00 0 0
0.5000000 + 00 0.0000000 + 00 0 0
0.5000000 + 00 0.0000000 + 00 0 0
0.5380600+00 -0.1913410+00 0 0
0.6464460+00 -0.3535530 +00 0 0
0.8086S80+00 -0.4619400+00 0 0
0.1000000 +01 -0.5000000 +00 0 0
0.1191340+01 -0.4619400+00 0 0
0.1353550+01 -0.3535540+00 0 0
0.1461940+01 -0.1913420+00 0 0
0.1750000+01 0.0000000+00 0 0
0.1530330 + 01 0.5303300 + 00 0 0
0.1000000+01 0.7500000+00 0 0
0.4696700+00 0.5303300+OO 0 0
0.2500000 + 00 0.0000000 + 00 0 0
0.2500000 + 00 0.0000000 + 00 0 0
0.4696690 + 00 -0.5303300 + 00 0 0
0.9999990 + 00 -0.7500000 + 00 0 0
0.1530330+01 -0.5303310+00 0 0
0.2000000+01 0.0000000+00 0 0
0.2500000 + 01 0.0000000 + 00 0 0
0.3000000+01 0.0000000+00 0 1
0.2000000 +01 0.5000000+00 0 0
0.3000000 +01 0.5000000+00 0 1
0.2000000 + 01 -0.5000000 + 00 0 0

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

0.0000000 + 00
0.0000000 + 00
0.0000000 + 00
0.0000000 + 00
0.5000000 + 00
0.1000000+01
0.1500000 +01
0.2000000+01
0.2500000+01
0.3000000+01
0.5000000+00
0.1000000 +01
0.1500000+01
0.2000000+01
0.2500000+O1
0.3000000 + 01
0.0000000+00
0.1000000 +01
0.2000000 + 01
0.3000000+01
0.1000000 +01
0.2000000 + 01
0.3000000 +01
0.0000000+00
0.5000000 + 00
0.1000000 + 01
0.1500000 + 01
0.2000000+01
0.2500000+01
0.3000000 + 01
0.5000000+00
0.1000000+01
0.1500000 + 01

33 0.3000000 + 01 -0.5000000 + 00 O 1

67
68

0.5000000 + 00 -1
0.0000000 + 00 -1
0.0000000 +00 -1
0.1000000 + 01 -1
0.1000000 + 01
0
0
0.1000000+01
0.1000000 +01
0
0.1000000 +01
0
0
0.1000000+01
0
0.1000000+01
-0.1000000 +01
0
-0.1000000 +01
0
-0.1000000+01 0
0
-0.1000000+01
0
-0.1000000+01
-0.1000000 + O1 0
0.2000000+01 -1
0
0.2000000+01
0.2000000 + 01 0
0.2000000+01
0
-0.2000000+01 0
-0.2000000 + 01
0
-0.2000000 + 01
0
0.3000000+01 -1
0.3000000 + 01
0
0
0.3000000 + 01
0.3000000 + 01
0
0
0.3000000+01
0
0.3000000+01
0
0.3000000 +01
·0.3000000+01
0
-0.3000000+01
0
-0.3000000 +01
0

0.2000000 + 01 -0.3000000 + 01
0.2500000 + 01 -0.3000000 + 01

0
0

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

_

0
0
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69 0.3000000 + 01 -0.3000000 +01
11,2,166.667

0

1

11,16,666.667

11,8,166.667
12,2,166.667
12,16,666.667
12,8,166.667

13,2,166.667
13,16,666.667
13,8,166.667

14,4,-166.667
14,12,-666.667
14,6,-166.667
15,4,-166.667
15,12,·666.667

15,6,-166.667
16,4,-166.667
16,12,·666.667
16,6,-166.667
11.1,166.667
11,15,666.667
11,7,166.667
12,1,166.667
12,15,666.667
12,7,166.667
13,1,166.667
13,15,666.667
13],166.667
14,3,-166.667
14,11,-666.667
14,5,-166.667
15,3,-166.667
15,11,-666.667
15,5,-166.667
16,3,-166.667
16,11,-666.667

16,5,-166.667
11,2,·333.333

11 ,10,-1333.33
11,4,~333.333
4,4,-166.667
4,12,—666.667
4,6,-166.667
5,4,·166.667
5,12,-666.667
5,6,-166.667
14,2,-333.333
14,10,-1333.33
14,4,-333.333

13,8,333.333
13,14,1333.33
13,6,333.333
10,6,166.667

10,12,666.667
10,4,166.667

9,8,166.667
9,14,666.667
9,6,166.667
16.8,333.333
16,14,1333.33
16,6,333.333

72,0.008
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Flgure 45.

Finite Element Mesh for Example Problem
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